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-STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The Many Ways in Which COVID Vaccines May Harm Your
Health

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ! Fact Checked

COVID-19 vaccines are capable of causing damage in a number of different ways.

Disturbingly, all these different mechanisms of harm have synergistic effects when it

comes to dysregulating your innate and adaptive immune systems and activating

latent viruses

"

The worst symptoms of COVID-19 are created by the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, and

that is the very thing gene-based COVID vaccines are instructing your body to make

"

While the natural spike protein is bad, the spike protein your body produces in

response to the vaccine is even worse, as the synthetic RNA has been manipulated in

such a way as to create a very robust and unnatural spike protein

"

The spike protein is toxic in and of itself, and has the ability to induce vascular, heart

and neurological damage

"

The COVID-19 vaccine disables the Type I interferon pathway, which explains why

vaccinated patients are reporting herpes and shingles infection following COVID-19

vaccination

"
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In this interview, Stephanie Seneff, Ph.D., and Judy Mikovits, Ph.D., a dream-team in

terms of deep insights into the scientiNc details, explain the problems they see with

gene-based COVID-19 vaccines. There is a load of highly useful technical information

that you can use to defend your opposition to these dangerous vaccines.

However, unless you have deeply studied molecular biology and genetics, it would be

wise to view the video two or three times, as with each review, you will learn more and

understand just how dangerous these vaccines are. I recently interviewed Seneff

about the excellent paper  she published on this topic. That interview was featured in

“COVID Vaccines May Bring Avalanche of Neurological Disease.”

In May 2020, I also interviewed Mikovits about the possibility of these vaccines

causing reproductive harm and other health problems. At the time, Mikovits warned

that fertility rates may drop thanks to the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein creating

antibodies that attack syncytium, and indeed, we’re now starting to see that.

Still, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention are recommending pregnant

women get these vaccines, as well as children as young as 12, which is

unconscionable, considering the potential lifelong risks and impairment of fertility.

The Spike Protein Is the Bioweapon

As noted by Mikovits, we now know that the worst symptoms of COVID-19 are

created by the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, and that is the very thing these gene-based

vaccines are instructing your body to make. But it’s far worse, as the vaccines do not

cause your body to make the same spike protein as SARS-CoV-2 but one that has

been genetically modiNed, making it far more toxic. So, it’s no wonder things are

going wrong.

“The SARS-CoV-2 infection never was what they said it was,” Mikovits says.
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“There was no infection asymptomatically. It's a monkey virus coming out of

a monkey cell line and that's the problem, but the spike protein is clearly

[causing] the disease.

So, you just injected the envelope of HIV … a syncytin gammaretrovirus

envelope, and a SARS S2 receptor binding domain. That's not a vaccine. It is

the disease-causing agent. It's a bioweapon. So now your cells are all

producing that bioweapon and you're going to take out the innate immunity,

NK [natural killer] cells and dendritic cells …

You're going to disrupt your white blood cells, your immune response. You're

going to turn on an anti-inNammatory cytokine signature in every cell of your

body. It exhausts your NK cells' ability to determine infected cells. It's the

nightmare we predicted.”

The Spike Protein Produced in Your Body Is Highly Unnatural

In her paper, “Worse Than The Disease: Reviewing Some Possible Unintended

Consequences of mRNA Vaccines Against COVID-19,” published in the International

Journal of Vaccine Theory, Practice and Research in collaboration with Dr. Greg Nigh,

Seneff explains that a signiNcant part of the problem is that while the natural spike

protein is bad, the spike protein your body produces in response to the vaccine is

even worse.

The reason for this is because the synthetic RNA has been manipulated in such a way

as to create a very unnatural spike protein that result in it not collapsing on itself into

the cell once it attaches to the ACE2 receptor, as it normally does. Instead it stays

open and attached to the ACE2 receptor, disabling it and causing a host of problems

leading to heart, lung, and immune impairment. As explained by Seneff:
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“They modiPed the RNA to make it really sturdy so the enzymes can't break it

down … Normally, enzymes that are in your system would just break down

that RNA. RNA is very fragile, but they've made it sturdy by putting in PEG

[polyethylene glycol], by adding this lipid membrane, and the lipid is positively

charged, which causes the cell to be very upset when that goes into the

membrane of the cell.

But I think maybe the most disturbing thing is they actually modiPed the

[RNA] code so that it doesn't produce a normal version of the spike protein. It

produces a version that has a couple of prolines in it, side by side at the

critical place where this spike protein normally would fuse with the cell that

it's infecting.

So, the spike protein binds to the ACE2 receptor once it's produced by the

human cell … but it's a modiPed version of the spike protein. It has these two

prolines that make it very stiff so that it can't reshape. Normally it would bind

to the ACE2 receptor and then it would reshape and go straight into the

membrane like a spear.

Because of this redesign, it can't do that, so it sits there on the ACE receptor,

exposed … That allows the immune cells to produce antibodies speciPc to

that place where it should be fusing with the cell, the fusion domain. It

messes up the fusion domain, keeps the protein open, and prevents the

protein from getting in, which means the protein will just stick there on the

ACE2 receptor, disabling it.

When you disable ACE2 receptors in the heart, you get heart failure. When

you disable them in the lungs, you get pulmonary hypertension. When you do

it in the brain, you get stroke. Lots of nasty things happen when you disable

ACE2 receptors …
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The other thing they've done with the RNA is they've stuck in a lot of extra Gs

(guanine) and Cs (cytosine), which makes it much better at making proteins.

It's turned up the gain on the natural virus 1,000-fold, making the RNA much

more willing to make a protein. So, it'll make a lot more spike protein than you

would've had from a natural RNA virus.”

Reality Is Exponentially Worse Than Predicted

With the added information provided by Seneff, Mikovits now believes the reality of

these vaccines may be exponentially worse than she initially predicted a year ago. Not

only is the lipid nanoparticle a serious hazard, as we’ve seen with Gardasil and some

of the newer hepatitis B vaccines, but we now also have the added issue of unnatural

mRNA, made more robust so as to evade its natural breakdown.

As explained by Mikovits, free RNA acts as a danger signal inside your body, so now

your system is on red alert for however long the RNA remains viable. Now, by

manipulating the RNA code to be enriched in G and C, and conNgured as if it’s a

human messenger RNA molecule ready to make protein by adding a polyA tail, the

spike protein’s RNA sequence in the vaccine looks as if it is part bacteria,  part

human  and part viral at the same time.

“We use poly(I:C) [a toll-like receptor 3 agonist] to signal the cell to turn on

the type I interferon pathway,” Mikovits explains, “and because this is an

unnatural synthetic envelope, you're not seeing poly(I:C), and you're not

[activating] the Type I interferon pathway.

You've bypassed the plasmacytoid dendritic cell, which combined with IL-10,

by talking to the regulatory B cells, decides what subclasses of antibodies to

put out. So, you've bypassed the communication between the innate and
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adaptive immune response. You now miss the signaling of the

endocannabinoid receptors …

A large part of Dr. [Francis] Ruscetti’s and my work over the last 30 years has

been to show you don't need an infectious transmissible virus — just pieces

and parts of these viruses are worse, because they also turn on danger

signals. They act like danger signals and pathogen-associated molecular

patterns.

So, it synergistically leaves that inNammatory cytokine signature on that

spins your innate immune response out of control. It just cannot keep up with

the myelopoiesis [the production of cells in your bone marrow]. Hence you

see a skew-away from the mesenchymal stem cell towards TGF-beta

regulated hematopoietic stem cells.

This means you could see bleeding disorders on both ends. You can't make

enough Pretrucks to send to the Pre. Your innate immune response can't get

there, and then you've just got a total train wreck of your immune system.”

With respect to Mikovits’ comment that pieces and parts of the virus are actually

worse than the whole virus, that is precisely what we have with the COVID vaccines. In

last week’s interview with Seneff, she explained how the manufacturing process

leaves fragmented genetically modiNed RNA in the vaccine. They are not Nltered out

and assumed to be harmless, but as Mikovits states, this is not the case. This is being

completely missed as one reason why this vaccine is so dangerous.

Latent Viruses May Flare if You Receive the COVID Vaccine

As noted by Seneff, her and Mikovits’ Nndings mesh well to explain many of the

problems we’re now seeing from these gene-therapies. For example, vaccinated
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patients are reporting herpes and shingles infection following COVID-19 vaccination,

which you’d expect if your Type I interferon pathway is disabled.

“Basically, you've got these latent viruses that are not bothering you at all

until your immune system gets completely distracted by this crazy thing

going on in the spleen with all this messenger RNA and all these spike

proteins,” Seneff says.

“Immune cells are distracted from their other job of keeping these viruses in

check. So, you get these other conditions showing up, and there are several.

There's Bell’s palsy (facial palsy), for example. There are over 1,200 cases of

Bell's palsy reported after the vaccine in the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting

System (VAERS).

And when you look at the research of what causes that, they really point to

the herpes virus and the varicella virus as being the source of Bell's palsy.

The Type I interferon system is what you need to keep these guys in check,

and so those viruses are getting enabled and they're causing symptoms.

That is actually a very bad sign. If a woman who's pregnant has a herpes

Nare-up during pregnancy, she has a twofold increased risk of producing an

autistic son.

Also, in a study on 200 Parkinson's patients, compared to 200 age- and

gender-matched controls, six of those Parkinson's patients had at least one

episode of Bell's palsy in the past, whereas none of the controls had. So, it

looks to me like the Bell's palsy is an indicator of a future risk of Parkinson's

disease.”

To summarize, it looks as though pregnant women who are getting the COVID-19
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vaccine are at increased risk not only for miscarriage but also for future infertility and

having an autistic child. So, please, be careful out there and spread the word.

The best way to treat any disease is to prevent it. These vaccines simply are not

decreasing COVID-19 but radically decreasing the health of those who receive it,

especially pregnant women that the CDC merely a month ago encouraged to get

vaccinated without a shred of safety evidence.

The Importance of Type I Interferon

Mikovits has done a great deal of research on interferon for the last 40 years. Innate

immune interferon makes up your entire frontline defense. People with HIV/AIDS have

dysregulated Type I interferon, which allows parasites to gain a solid foothold.

Interestingly enough, antiparasitic drugs such as hydroxychloroquine and ivermectin

have been shown to be effective against COVID-19, both prophylactically and in

treatment.

“ COVID-19 vaccines are capable of causing damage
in a number of different ways. Disturbingly, all these
different mechanisms of harm have synergistic
effects when it comes to dysregulating your innate
and adaptive immune systems and activating latent
viruses.”

Mikovits cites a research paper  titled “War and Peace Between Microbes,” which

details how HIV-1 interacts with coinfecting viruses, thereby accelerating the disease.

Herpes viruses in particular have been implicated as a cause of AIDS. Human
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herpesvirus 6 (HHVS-6) has also been implicated in myalgic encephalomyelitis or

chronic fatigue syndrome (ME-CFS).

In short, these diseases, AIDS and ME-CFS, don’t appear until viruses from different

families partner up and retroviruses take out the Type 1 interferon pathway.

In short, the COVID-19 vaccines are capable of causing damage in a number of

different ways. Disturbingly, all these different mechanisms of harm have synergistic

effects when it comes to dysregulating your innate and adaptive immune systems

and activating latent viruses. “It's just an explosion of a nightmare of crippling every

area of your immune response,” Mikovits says.

SARS-CoV-2 Spike Protein Engineered With HIV

According to Mikovits, there’s evidence showing the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein was

engineered by integrating HIV and XMRV proteins. XMRV stands for xenotropic

murine leukemia virus-related virus, a human retrovirus that is very similar to

endogenous retroviruses also found in other mammals.

XMRV has been linked to ME-CFS. HIV, which can cause AIDS, is another human

retrovirus (although as mentioned earlier, HIV does not appear to trigger AIDS all by

itself. It needs a coinfection.)

“Our endogenous gammaretrovirus is called human endogenous retrovirus-W

(HERV-W). HERVW is all the way back in genesis in our original endogenous

genome. It's a gammaretrovirus that expresses only the envelope, because in

retroviruses, the envelope alone is enough to cause the disease. That

envelope protein is called syncytin. They're [now] calling it ‘spike protein’ just

to throw us all off,” Mikovits says.
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According to Mikovits, the SARS-CoV-2 virus was created by introducing a mutation

into a molecular clone. Vero E6 monkey tissues are known to be infected with SIV and

other gammaretroviruses, and the SARS-CoV-2 virus has markers suggesting it was

grown in a Vero E6 cell line, she says.

“So syncytin is the gammaretrovirus; it cross-reacts with the mouse and

monkey gammaretroviruses. Monkeys, mice all have syncytin. Endogenous

viruses express, especially during hormonal cycles. When it's expressed in

the wrong place, like in the brain or the spinal cord, it's long been associated

with the inNammatory disease and the destruction of the myelin sheet in

multiple sclerosis (MS).

So, syncytin expressed it in the wrong place gives you the paralytics

diseases. We know Parkinson's is associated with Type I interferon

responses. We're now starting to appreciate that there is low-level expression

of our endogenous virome all the time, and that in our innate immune

response it's trying to shape and educate our Type I interferon pathways …

The Pnal and biggest problem is these exosomes, because your body's

exosomes are like your cells' response to express its regulatory RNAs, small

inhibitory RNAs, long-chain non-coding RNA — which Ritchie Shoemaker has

long associated with chronic Lyme and ME/CFS — and the TGF-beta I

pathway.

TGF-beta I, that's the master switch to turn on which Type I interferon, which

[is needed for] myelopoiesis. But these exosomes are packaging not only

RNA that you're making, but now you've dysregulated the methylation so

you've woken up your endogenous virome, and then syncytin is going to be

expressed.”
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How mRNA Can Alter Your DNA

In her paper, Seneff also describes how mRNA can, in fact, alter your DNA, essentially

integrating the instructions to make spike proteins into your genome. Typically, mRNA

cannot be integrated directly into your genes because you need reverse transcriptase.

Reverse transcriptase converts RNA back into DNA (reverse transcription). However,

there’s a wide variety of reverse transcriptase systems already embedded in our DNA,

which makes this possible. This is an area that Mikovits has studied for decades, so,

commenting on Seneff’s Nndings, she says:

“When you activate latent and defective viruses, you turn on reverse

transcriptase; you turn on the virome. But you also need an integrase gene.

So how are retroviruses silenced? [Through] DNA methylation. [When] you

throw in a lot of GC-rich regions — you've got that synthetic viral particle [i.e.,

the vaccine-induced spike protein RNA] — now you've woken up your herpes

viruses.

[Latent viruses] are silenced [through] DNA methylation, but as our soil is

depleted in minerals, we have people with methylation defects. This is why I

said the Prst people who are going to die are people with inNammatory

conditions and cancer.”

SARS-CoV-2 Spike Protein May Be a Prion

In her paper, Seneff also discusses evidence suggesting the SARS-CoV-2 spike

protein may be a prion, which is yet another piece of really bad news. “It’s absolutely

terrifying to me,” she says, adding:

“I'm now thinking that may be the worst aspect of these mRNA vaccines,
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because they're producing this abnormal spike protein that doesn't want to

go into the membrane. Prion proteins are known to be membrane proteins.

They're alpha-helices in the membrane and then they misfold, becoming

beta-sheets in the cytoplasm, and that's what leads to the prion problem.

They form a crystal that draws in other proteins and makes this big mess and

builds Pbrils and Alzheimer's plaque. The main prion protein is PrP, which is

in Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, the human form of mad cow disease. It's a sort

of protein-source infection. It's quite wild because there's no DNA involved,

no RNA involved, just protein.

But the thing is, when you have produced a version of mRNA that knows how

to spew out tons of a prion protein, the prion proteins become problematic

when there's too many of them and the concentration is too high in the

cytoplasm.

And the spike proteins that these mRNA vaccines are producing … isn't able

to go into the membrane, which I think is going to encourage it to become a

problematic prion protein. Then, when you have inNammation, it upregulates

alpha-synuclein [a neuronal protein that regulates synaptic trajc and

neurotransmitter release].

So, you're going to get alpha-synuclein drawn into misfolded spike proteins,

turning into a mess inside the dendritic cells in the germinal centers in the

spleen. And they're going to package up all this crud into exosomes and

release them. They’re then going to travel along the vagus nerve to the

brainstem and cause things like Parkinson's disease.

So, I think this is a complete setup for Parkinson's disease. What may happen

is that because they got this vaccine, they get Parkinson's disease Pve years
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earlier than they would have gotten it otherwise. It's going to push forward

the date at which someone who has a propensity towards Parkinson's is

going to get it.

And it's probably going to cause people to get Parkinson's who never would

have gotten it in the Prst place — especially if they keep getting the vaccine

every year. Every year you do a booster, you bring the date that you're going

to get Parkinson's ever closer.”

Are Viral Vector Vaccines Better or Worse?

Two of the four COVID-19 vaccines on the market in Europe and the U.S., AstraZeneca

and Johnson & Johnson, are using viral vectors and DNA rather than using nanolipid-

coated mRNA. Unfortunately, while potentially slightly less dangerous than Moderna’s

and PNzer’s mRNA versions, they can still cause signiNcant problems through

mechanisms of their own. As explained by Mikovits:

“As mentioned, it's an adenovirus vector expressing the protein. So, the HIV,

the XMRV envelope, the syncytin, the HERV-W envelope and the ACE2 are

already being expressed in the vector.

With respect to the RNA component, it's less dangerous because you're not

going to see much of the mechanisms we've been talking about. But these

adenovirus vector protein-producing vaccines are grown in an aborted fetal

tissue cell line, so now you've got human syncytin [in there]. You've got 8% of

the human genome of another human.

So, again, looking at the communication that has to regulate your Type I

interferon response, it’s going to give you autoimmunity. In

immunocompromised people, it's going to continue to express and that will
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give you a live infection, and you already have your Pretrucks Pghting another

[infection]. You can't Pght a war on three fronts.

I say, ‘You only need one shot because it's the most toxic.’ It’s the most toxic

in that sense. We have many mechanisms to degrade RNA, and we can

restore methylation machinery. It's a nightmare, but I believe our immune

system can break it [the synthetic vaccine mRNA) down.”

Can COVID Vaccines ‘Shed’ or Transmit Infection?

Disturbingly, it appears the COVID-19 vaccines may also cause trouble for those who

decide not to get the shots but spend time in close proximity to people who did. While

it cannot be viral shedding, as none of the vaccines use live or even attenuated virus,

there appears to be some sort of spike protein transmission going on.

While the spike protein cannot replicate or multiply like a virus, it is toxic in and of

itself. In her paper, Seneff details how the spike protein acts as a metabolic poison,

capable of triggering pathological damage leading to lung damage and heart and

brain diseases:

“In a series of papers, Yuichiro Suzuki in collaboration with other authors

presented a strong argument that the spike protein by itself can cause a

signaling response in the vasculature with potentially widespread

consequences.

These authors observed that, in severe cases of COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2

causes signiPcant morphological changes to the pulmonary vasculature …

Furthermore, they showed that exposure of cultured human pulmonary artery

smooth muscle cells to the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein S1 subunit was

sujcient to promote cell signaling without the rest of the virus components.
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Follow-up papers showed that the spike protein S1 subunit suppresses ACE2,

causing a condition resembling pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH), a

severe lung disease with very high mortality …

Suzuki et al. (2021) went on to demonstrate experimentally that the S1

component of the SARS-CoV-2 virus, at a low concentration … activated the

MEK/ERK/MAPK signaling pathway to promote cell growth. They speculated

that these effects would not be restricted to the lung vasculature.

The signaling cascade triggered in the heart vasculature would cause

coronary artery disease, and activation in the brain could lead to stroke.

Systemic hypertension would also be predicted. They hypothesized that this

ability of the spike protein to promote pulmonary arterial hypertension could

predispose patients who recover from SARS-CoV-2 to later develop right

ventricular heart failure.

Furthermore, they suggested that a similar effect could happen in response

to the mRNA vaccines, and they warned of potential long-term consequences

to both children and adults who received COVID-19 vaccines based on the

spike protein.

An interesting study by Lei et. al. (2021) found that pseudovirus — spheres

decorated with the SARS-CoV-2 S1 protein but lacking any viral DNA in their

core — caused inNammation and damage in both the arteries and lungs of

mice exposed intratracheally.

They then exposed healthy human endothelial cells to the same pseudovirus

particles. Binding of these particles to endothelial ACE2 receptors led to

mitochondrial damage and fragmentation in those endothelial cells, leading

to the characteristic pathological changes in the associated tissue.
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This study makes it clear that spike protein alone, unassociated with the rest

of the viral genome, is sujcient to cause the endothelial damage associated

with COVID-19. The implications for vaccines intended to cause cells to

manufacture the spike protein are clear and are an obvious cause for

concern.”

As explained by Mikovits, the transmission that appears to be occurring from

vaccinated individuals to unvaccinated ones is the transmission of exosomes,

basically, the spike protein. The problem is these exosomes look like a virus to your

immune system, and “If that synthetic nanoparticle is a virus-like particle and they're

literally self-assembling, then you've got yourself a synthetic nightmare,” she says.

Which Vaccine Is Most Dangerous?

As for which vaccine might be the most dangerous, Mikovits believes the vector-

based DNA vaccines (AstraZeneca and Johnson & Johnson) are the most dangerous

for those with chronic Lyme disease or any inhammatory disease associated with an

abnormal host immune response, such as shingles, viral infections or cancer, women

who have already received the Gardasil vaccine (as this may predispose them to

problems with the lipid nanoparticle), and those with Parkinson’s or Huntington-like

diseases.

Seneff, meanwhile, worries that children may be susceptible to either type of COVID

vaccine, simply because they’ve already received so many different vaccines.

Mikovits agrees, but believes the mRNA vaccines may be more harmful in this age

group:

“The most dangerous to the children are the mRNA vaccines because their

immune systems are growing, growing, growing, growing. You introduce or
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you turn on a Pre, what happens? All the stem cells that are important for

growing that say, ‘OK, all is calm in the immune system, go build bone, go

build brain cells, go do the pruning with the macrophages.’ You can't have

your macrophages clearing all the viruses.

And yes, reverse transcriptase is ‘on,’ it's expressed in telomeres. You're

growing. That's the whole idea of everything. All the brakes are off. Same

thing in pregnancy. That's why we don't do anything in pregnancy because

you've got to stay unmethylated in order to respond to your environment, that

endogenous genome of the virome. That's your Type I interferon responses.

You don't want myelopoiesis, you want embryonic development. We're going

to see things like Down syndrome … Rett syndrome. Rett syndrome, that's

inappropriate DNA methylation in little girls. So, for the kids, the worst thing

in the world is the RNA vaccines.”

What Can We Expect to See More Of?

While the variety of diseases we may see a rise in as a result of this vaccination

campaign are myriad, some general predictions can be made. Seneff believes we’ll

see a signiNcant rise in cancer, accelerated Parkinson's-like diseases, Huntington's

disease, and all types of autoimmune diseases and neurodegenerative disorders.

Mikovits suspects many will die rather rapidly. “We have evidence in the HTLV-1

associated myelopathy that these things go from long latency periods to [putting] you

in a wheelchair in six months,” she says. “So, with all these other toxins combined

hitting you, it's not going to be ‘live and suffer forever.’ It's going to be suffer Nve years

and die.”

She likens the COVID-19 vaccines to a “kill switch” for all who have been previously
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injured by vaccines, whether they actually realize it or not. As noted by Mikovits, it’s

been shown that 6% of the American population are asymptomatically infected with

XMRVs and gammaretroviruses from contaminated vaccines. The COVID shot will

effectively accelerate their death by crippling their immune function. “The kids that

are highly vaccinated, they're ticking time bombs,” she says.

What Are the Solutions?

While all of this is highly problematic, there is help. As noted by Mikovits, remedies to

the maladies that might develop post-vaccination include:

Hydroxychloroquine and ivermectin treatments

Low-dose antiretroviral therapy to reeducate your immune system

Low-dose interferons such as Paximune, developed by interferon researcher Dr.

Joe Cummins, to stimulate your immune system

Peptide T (an HIV entry inhibitor derived from the HIV envelope protein gp120; it

blocks binding and infection of viruses that use the CCR5 receptor to infect cells)

Cannabis, to strengthen Type I interferon pathways

Dimethylglycine or betaine (trimethylglycine) to enhance methylation, thereby

suppressing latent viruses

Silymarin or milk thistle to help cleanse your liver

From my perspective, I believe the best thing you can do is to build your innate
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immune system. To do that, you need to become metabolically hexible and optimize

your diet. You’ll also want to make sure your vitamin D level is optimized to between

60 ng/mL and 80 ng/mL (100 nmol/L to 150 nmol/L), ideally through sensible sun

exposure. Sunlight also has other beneNts besides making vitamin D.

Use time-restricted eating and eat all your meals for the day within a six- to eight-hour

window. Avoid all vegetable oils and processed foods. Focus on certiNed-organic

foods to minimize your glyphosate exposure, and include plenty of sulfur-rich foods

to keep your mitochondria and lysosomes healthy. Both are important for the clearing

of cellular debris, including these spike proteins. You can also boost your sulfate by

taking Epsom salt baths.

To combat the toxicity of the spike protein, Seneff suggests optimizing autophagy,

which may help digest and remove the spike proteins. Time-restricted eating will

upregulate autophagy, while sauna therapy, which upregulates heat shock proteins,

will help refold misfolded proteins. They also tag damaged proteins and target them

for removal.

It is important that your sauna is hot enough (around 170 degrees Fahrenheit) and

does not have high magnetic or electric Nelds. Last but not least, Mikovits

recommends never getting another vaccination.

“We knew the Nu shot would drive the disease,” she says. “It's the

combinations. That's a ticking time bomb sitting there in every cell. So never

get another vaccine and be very careful about drugs that compromise your

immune system.

The answer is, don't hyper-immune activate. Don't eat GMO. Don't ingest it

and don't inject it. And don't put it on your skin. Don't use toxins on your hair.

Use essential oils, use antimicrobials … ozonated balms and creams break

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/02/28/stephanie-seneff-glyphosate.aspx
https://fitness.mercola.com/sites/fitness/archive/2016/03/11/autophagy.aspx
https://fitness.mercola.com/sites/fitness/archive/2016/09/09/sauna-bathing.aspx
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apart the lipid particles, cannabis balms and creams normalize skin, [which is

part of] your immune system …

Remember, immune dysfunction accelerates every time you add an immune

activation event. So, if the entire world never again took another shot, even

the most susceptible populations, they could stay well … We really have to

say no more shots because they're the single biggest toxin to anyone, and an

immune dysregulator.”

 

Darzoum

When I read this article, I can’t help but being struck by the awesome complexity and nuance of the

human body, and the completely idiotic hubris of those who think they can just go in there are start

tinkering with that design.  Like any Nne instrument, that design’s operational integrity is optimized

within certain parameters through unimaginably interconnected checks and balances; and that

bio-physical system is the vehicle for a unique consciousness whose psychology and mentality

redound back upon that biology in innumerably profound ways.  By comparison, conventional medicine

is often on the level of cavemen with clubs.

Many of us thought the pre-covid vaccine schedule was already a policy of insanity for just this very

reason, for its bullish disregard for the natural synergies of our biology’s various systems.  How much

more so, now, with injected, experimental gene treatments, and with an entire array of new such

injectable “operating systems” in development?  I don’t care how brilliant any group of scientists may

think they are, they are no match for whatever created that design.  The best they can do is assist

natural processes to takeover and do the actual healing.  Doctors can stitch-together a wound, but if

that breach did not somehow—miraculously—knit itself back together, they would be helpless in getting

it to do so.  In other words, they cannot create life.

They can, however, create death, as we’re seeing.  If this “vaccination” program is really the

administration of injections deliberately intended as bio-weapons, then these comments are moot.  But

if all of this is really someone’s lame idea of a path to health, then it only highlights the superiority and

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Darzoum/default.aspx
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sanity of non-drug-based lifestyle approaches that work with nature, as promoted by Dr. Mercola and

others of a similar mindset.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Cabochon

“Cavemen with clubs”, indeed, Darzoum.  It is my job now to “translate” the transcript of the

Mikowitz, Seneff and Mercola discussion into everyday speak  - an important skill that health

therapists employ to get the message across - distribute it to those who need to know, especially

those already injected and include a glossary of scientiNc terms plus the credentials of scientists

whose advice must not be ignored. This will hopefully sow the seed of doubt about the need for

injections that risk the health, fertility and that of their children. With our understanding of the true

agenda, it is easy for us to accept the science generously provided by mercola.com but what about

the sheeple?  Not even the fact that a one million protest march that took place in London

yesterday went unreported on mainstream media can convince them that something is wrong.

 www.rt.com/.../525169-london-freedom-march-protest  

Three cases from the immediate family illustrate the disculties ahead. The Nrst accepts the

technology of a “new type of vaccine” because “there is always resistance to anything new” and

has, in spite of receiving the gift of a copy of Dr M’s book from me, an unshakeable faith in the

medical profession. The second is a wealthy and highly educated family with an autistic child who

dutifully question nothing that they hear on mainstream media and dismiss anything that threatens

their comfortable, ‘Stepford Wives’ existence in their imaginary universe.  The third is a health

professional who has with other colleagues appealed through her union to prevent her state

employer from mandating staff “vaccination”.  Constructive dismissal is on the cards with the

inevitable consequences for the family Nnances.  Real life unfortunately does not always conform

to the high ideals of us cognoscenti.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Cabochon/default.aspx
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ymiranthis

Medical authorities have unleashed HASTILY created gene therapies, and by now they must know

that they cannot fully explain, anticipate, control, contain, reverse or even mitigate the many effects

of these biologics; that's a big fail. They unleashed these therapies with a purpose; the world is

already seeing that the results of their therapies are NOT limited to what was intended.

Organized medicine still doesn't fully understand the pathophysiology of the human body, not

because researchers have not worked hard at it, but because the body is unimaginably complex.

Considering the path that Medicine is on today, they may never fully understand it; medical school

curricula and funding for medical research today are controlled and provided by Big Pharma, and a

HUGE portion of that money goes toward studies intended to help sell patented pharmaceutical

drugs--not toward integrative medicine studies, not to build understanding of health. To design

truly safe gene therapies (safe meaning that they won't harm or kill people) may require a

creator-level understanding of the human body--an understanding that Big Pharma does not

possess.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

ThommyTwoHeads

cognoscenti? Is that like stinkbrains?

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

stanleybecker

ThommyTwoHeads - a deNnition of "cognoscenti" as provided by the dictionary = " people who are

especially well informed about a particular subject." - this term was used correctly by Cabochon -

so what are you sneering about ??

https://articles.mercola.com/members/ymiranthis/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/ThommyTwoHeads/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/stanleybecker/default.aspx
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Posted On 05/30/2021

 

juststeve

Darzoum, how perfectly expressed!!!! While we look at the potential disaster we are most likely

facing ahead, so far most of our information of concerns have been human centric. Not

necessarily a bad thing, but, as things progress we should also ask what are the potential affects

on all the many lifeforms interacting with the Foundations of Life? As has been expressed in some

sources many of our diseases are sourced from the animal kingdom are from centuries of a further

& further condensation of animals held in one spot allowing disease not only to spread, but to

mutate ever faster. Our modern agriculture has taken this trend to the farthest regions of madness.

If the vaccinated shed toxin's affecting humans, it is not unreasonable to expected it affects all Life

from the microbes & up the ladder of Life Forms.

Just announced the other day the Nrst case of Wasting Disease in a deer in New York in Nve years,

farm raised of course. This being not wild animals, but remember it can spread to the wild, directly

points to the madness of feeding cows Nlth & antibiotics in cattle feed making not only farting

cows but cows consuming hesh. Most likely Mad Cow disease is making its way around livestock

& dead diseased animals are being ground up 'because it's cheap' & more digital, paper proNts can

be made. If one considers this & it turns out there is merit to be concerned, just how bad will the

destruction be as our Death Eater Overlords push their campaign to rid themselves of the disease

of unworthy, reckless breeders, worthless eaters.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

stanleybecker

some very pertinent points raised by you steve - we condemn wild mammals for being disease

vectors but fail to realize that we are the source of these diseases - Mankind remains stupid - as

the saying goes "a little bit of knowledge could be dangerous"

https://articles.mercola.com/members/juststeve/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/stanleybecker/default.aspx
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Posted On 05/30/2021

 

stevod71

That’s a fantastic comment. Feel like sharing it word for word to fakebook. I couldn’t agree with you

more. I love how complex the human body is, it’s utterly fascinating. If more time, money and

intellect was spent trying to further understand it instead of trying to outsmart several millennia of

adaptations I wonder where we could be certainly not staring down the barrel of a health crisis like

none of us have ever seen before or can actually predict.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Randyfast

Hi, David. You spend a lot of time at the top of the posts. :) Of course, it's well deserved...so many

great posters on this site.

I told the woman in the house about a mainstream (Canadian) article yesterday that stated, a

number of vials of the covid "substance" reached the expiry date. They are still going to dispense

them a month from now! The woman (who insists on getting the shot, so she can travel) merely

shrugged it off; as if it were inconsequential! I've tried talking sense to people. It's as if I'm

speaking some foreign language, in some lost dialect. The million/billion dollar question is; will

they put an end to this madness, after millions die from the shot? Or...will they blame it on covid?

What I see coming; is that most of the people will die (or be permanently disabled) after a few

months, or even a couple of years; in which case, the talking heads will claim that there's

absolutely no connection to the DEATH JABS! Am I wrong?

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Kassie

https://articles.mercola.com/members/stevod71/default.aspx
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Cabochon- Many thanks for sharing the link to the massive London protest march that took place

yesterday. How it lightens my spirit to see that! One of my adult like- minded children commented

to me yesterday that she feels like it's over, like we've already lost. I understand that

discouragement, the feeling of being out- numbered and alone. But it's a lie! We are not alone, there

are millions of us who are standing against this tidal wave of oppression. The video gave me

renewed hope and encouragement, as I know it will my daughter. We may be largely silenced right

now, but we are legion, determined, and we are not going away!

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Krofter

Here is another link about the London protest.  Catch the sign that says "We are the carbon they

want to recycle".  Note the cover song and the credits for it at the end.  What are we hearing about

this in the US?....crickets.  The BBC said 100 to 200 people marched.  See what you think.  

www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Kassie

Krofter- Thanks a million for posting that expanded video of the London Protest March! I love the

words of the music, too, and the message shared by the people and the signs. The BBC said

100-200 people were there? Thank goodness for videos like this that prove what complete liars

these MSM devils are. God bless our righteous brothers and sisters around the world who

fearlessly stand with us in truth, freedom, and love for humanity.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Krofter/default.aspx
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The complexity of the body of man leaves me with awe for the Creator, Christ, and the

awesomeness of the reality it only images.  And this is just the visible, not even touching the soul &

spirit save what houses & expresses it currently & in a fallen, corruptible state, no less.

 Astounding.  Then we have the earth & the universe with all the complexities, interactions & so

forth ... mind-boggling.

The implications of evil in this actual article must be shared, but I confess, are so dark that they

leave me rather speechless as it all sinks in.  I'm left to fellowshipping with commenters...for the

time being as it's digested.

I say, Kudos, Stanley!  and, Two-heads....is that like dialectic & professional agitator creating

division & crisis?  Possibly AI?  Or the type of vanity that thinks it can hold & believe two opposing

ideas to both be true?

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

rrealrose

Darzoum, I don't have an answer yet if comments are moot or not; however, following someone's

link I found several recent DW videos yesterday, binge watched a few recent documentaries, on

topics of "Pharma control on pricing", outlining new, rare lymph-based cancer therapies - formerly

thought to be incurable, using different but not unrelated to these shots; 2. "Silent Summer", the

disappearance of a large majority of insects in Germany and work being done to counter massive

insect losses. Catch these while you can, the Germans are way ahead in agricultural issues leading

to ecological collapse than I have seem coming from other places...cannot help but wonder if this

entire "event" was not a media circus, theater on a grand scale to cover over major signals not

seriously reported on.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

RusticWoody
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Beautifully put, Darzoum. I couldn't agree more, and am perplexed by the unquestioning sheeple's

perspective, that relies on 'propaganda programming' (the 'Biased Brainwashing Corporation' being

a government tool to impart such vacuousness) and such naivety among the unthinking,

unquestioning public. I think it's true to say that rumours abound about dropping IQ levels seem

indeed to be correct, if such HUGE numbers of people have willingly bought into this (all part of

depopulation - which a couple of years ago saw the US buying up tens of thousands [millions?] of

plastic cosns; again WHY?).

Our bodies are immensely complex, as you rightly point out; and science and doctors seem to think

very much in sound-byte like analysis terms, that simply do NOT encompass any macro vision of

health and wellbeing as being extraordinarily complex and multi-faceted modalities. Medicine is

far too removed from nature now (and dangerously so), and we humans are running a VERY risky

game when we attempt to play with (against) nature. Nature will always win, and we cannot ever

hope to compete. If we THINK we can (very cavalier, IMO) then we are playing with Nre, and nature

will deal with us accordingly - be that snusng us out as a species, or balancing things some other

way. But humans have incredible arrogance in this regard, and it will come back to bite, and haunt

us, further down the line someday!

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Raythe4th

You’ve heard their intentions directly from the horses mouth...And if you haven’t, click on the video

below...Feb 2010...Bill Gates giving a Ted talk!!!  www.bitchute.com/.../5ViV7fzJ5O3F   Population

reduction through Vaccines!!!  How are people not seeing this???

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

steelj

Randyfast, if people start suffering dire effects including huge numbers of deaths, I think no, you

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Raythe4th/default.aspx
https://www.bitchute.com/video/5ViV7fzJ5O3F/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/steelj/default.aspx
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are not wrong.  It will be blamed on something else.  The same people who see clearly today will

know why it's happening, and the same people with blinders on today will believe the lies of the

psychopaths.

Darzoum's eloquent explanation of the dangers of overreach in manipulating biology are useful in

evaluating Mikovits and Seneff's warnings.  Don't get me wrong, I appreciate them both greatly.

 But Mikovits in particular comes across as speaking with such certainty of the impending

disasters it's useful to remember her predictions are within the context of the same complexities

the vaccine makers deal with.  The human body (not just humans btw - all animals' bodies) is so

complex and can be so resilient I think her air of authority is uncalled for.  It might unfold just as

she says, then again it might not.  She's very knowledgeable and I'm thankful she speaks out.  She's

not omniscient.

She reminds me of people I have known, very successful, decorated even, in technical Nelds, who

have psychological issues that somehow prevent them from properly evaluating ANY issue,

professional or personal.  Not saying she is that way, but when I hear her or read her words, it's

exactly what I've seen before in those people.  Which I can't ignore.  Dr. Mercola, by contrast, while

he does NOT mince words (which I love), comes across as knowing he is a human being and does

not have all the answers beyond a shadow of a doubt.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

lin3741

Randy, no yr not wrong (about the blame) bc they are ALREADY doing that!  Just like everyone who

died at the beginning of covid was a “covid death”, now it’s the other way around, if you die from

the jab it must have been something else!  Just depends on which day it is!!!

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

stanleybecker
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having read the article and given it a critical interpretation - the conclusion concerning the

experimental incompletely trialled pseudo vaccinations that are being forced on the public as part of a

commercial Campaign that has integrated assistance from the political class and the compliant media

on a planetary level - this is a DRUG PUSHING PROGRAM that operates on a global level -

this article features two academically qualiNed and experienced commentators Mikovits and Seneff

{both well knwn to this site} - what is the outcome of the dialogue between these two eminent

scientiNc investigators ?? - their message is clear and unequivocal - the push by Pharma to inject

billions of human beings with either a synthetic RNA that does not readily dissolve in the organism and

leads to the unrestrained production of a pathogenic spike protein {PNzer and Moderna} or the

introduction of a monkey virus that triggers an immune reaction and has 8 % fetal syncytium has many

of the same dangers {Johnson and Johnson/ AstraZeneca} and the added danger of viral overload -

what you have is Hobson's Choice as both pose major threats  - Mikovits and Seneff concur that what

is being promoted as a panacea for human health is quite the opposite - a nightmarish ticking time

bomb of furure diseases caused by these LIABILITY FREE coerced fascistic Nazi experimentation - the

irresponsibility of the DERANGED human beings that support Pharma in their quest to not only

exponentially increase their wealth but also to enslave the human population so that these disease

causing pseudo vaccinations are mandated so that Mankind is now forced to not obey the biblical

commandment of "go forth and multiply" but now the new edict has become "shrivel up and die

painfully" - here Mikovits and Seneff and everyone that has one working brain cell come to the same

conclusion - DON'T VACCINATE - IF YOU VALUE YOUR LIFE AND THAT OF YOUR CHILDREN - DON'T

VACCINATE - this is the TRUTH - in God's Creation

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Cabochon

Thanks, Stan for that and for your reminder re an employer’s liability for adverse reactions

following a mandated vaccine. I will inform my niece of this fact, should her employer try to

enforce the issue. I have already sent her information re the impossibility of informed consent for

an experimental medical  intervention and that this violates the Nuremberg Agreement. There is

also of course the issue of the Hippocratic Oath to Nrst do no harm and she (or her Union

representative) could quote statistical information from VAERS or its equivalent in the -  UK the

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Cabochon/default.aspx
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Yellow Card Scheme.  

Personally I think the legal framework is the best way forward and that a lawyer would be the best

person to help. There was no mandate re vaccinations when she signed her original contract,

therefore how can her employer change the conditions of contract midstream? That sharp legal

brain, Reiner Fuellmic,  having reviewed the evidence from the best scientiNc sources has

unequivocally warned  people not to get the “vaccine”.  His main UK rep on the international legal

committee  The UK representative on his tort case initiative is advocate Francis Hoare. Perhaps it

would worth contacting him to enquire about legal redress.

https://vimeo.com/553673924

truthcomestolight.com/corona-investigative-committee-international-leg..

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

Stan, Funny that Chinese Sinovac vaxx is not a genetic based shot?  This Seneff/Mikovits interview

is a very complicated exposition which in real practical terms points to a small inexpensive "tool

box" of defensive provisions and practices. Sunshine, sweating, breathing and building heat-shock

proteins are free!

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Randyfast

Hi, Stan. You and I, both know that all of this insanity was pre-planned - decades ago! I saw all of

this coming and I know where it's headed. I'm already on record as stating: "It will be hell on earth!".

The even scarier part, is that the globalists have access to technology that most of us have never

seen. It should be clear and evident by now, that this technology will NOT be utilized for the

betterment of humanity!

https://vimeo.com/553673924
https://truthcomestolight.com/corona-investigative-committee-international-legal-offensive-part-1-in-conversation-with-lawyers-from-germany-italy-great-britain-united-states-canada-austria-argentina-uruguay-chile/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/forbiddenhealing/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Randyfast/default.aspx
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Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Marago

Stanleybecker—So eloquently spoken, as is this entire article although some of the science

presented is above my pay grade. Perhaps if vaccination passports are required for travel, the

airlines will be carriers of dead bodies.  Just a horrible, sarcastic thought.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

rrealrose

Stanley, you've got it! Zach Bush referred to it as the "Medical, Industrial and Banking Complex" - I

think that's how he called it.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

lin3741

Exactly....they are essentially (and so far successfully) creating a ZOMBIE planet.  While that may

sound silly and Nctional, it really is not far from the truth.  Look at what types of diseases are in the

osng....neurological, so people will be tied down, no quality of life...mental, such as autism, Down’s

syndrome, etc. so they cannot THINK (or question) ....they want a society that cannot function!

 And who is going to take care of all these disabled folks?  Or will they be institutionalized for even

more fffd up mad scientist experiments?   Oh, i def think sterilization was always part of this

genocidal plan too.  No more LIVING life,  More like Its going to be ENDURE life then die for most

people.  I do wonder  if the day will come where all of this is utterly exposed or if this absurd

perverted genocide will be “allowed” to simply continue.  No matter what i post, think or say to

others it seems to always boil down to how controlled, owned and paid off the media is. If we can

no longer have access to ALL information, honestly, maybe there really is no hope.  Seems like

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Marago/default.aspx
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MSM holds the key.  (Sad and pathetic as that is).

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

shannonaz

Stan: Curious what your take is (or anyone else on the forum) on transmission of the spike protein

to the UN-VACCINATED?  The jury might still be out on that one, but in watching this inteview, I

don't think the consequences were clearly outline.  It is clearly happening, but exactly how & where

and to what degree?  2nd hand tranmsission?  What about 3rd hand transmission?  

I am wondering if it can self replicate indeNnitely?  It reminds me of 2nd hand smoke scenario, you

will be damaged, but less so depending on length of exposure and when exposure is cut, you have

a chance of overcoming.  But if you get a spike protein "2nd hand", can you ever get rid of it?  This

is my concern!  Critical Thinking conversation on this topic of transmission with with Dr. Tenpenny,

Dr. Northrup, Dr. Merritt, etc.

rumble.com/vhiltf-follow-up-to-the-5-doctors-discussion-of-the-covid-s..  

healthimpactnews.com/2021/the-5-doctors-reconvene-to-discuss-transmiss..  

healthimpactnews.com/2021/5-holistic-doctors-discuss-what-they-are-doi..

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

SunsetBob

Thank you, Stanley!

Shannon, I agree with your question, as this is also a huge concern for me.  I will start doing some

research, and also reach out to some people.  As it stands, I'm "afraid" to come into contact with

vaccinated people.  Heck, the woman that cuts my hair announced she is getting vaccinated so

that she "won't have to wear a mask" when she cuts hair.  So do I now seek out an unvaccinated

https://articles.mercola.com/members/shannonaz/default.aspx
https://rumble.com/vhiltf-follow-up-to-the-5-doctors-discussion-of-the-covid-shots-as-bioweapons.html?mref=6zof&
https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/the-5-doctors-reconvene-to-discuss-transmission-issues-from-those-injected-with-bioweapons-to-those-who-refuse-the-shots/
https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/5-holistic-doctors-discuss-what-they-are-doing-to-protect-themselves-from-the-bioweapon-shots-and-transmission/
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hair stylist?  Oh brother, what a mess!  I will report what I Nnd.  Will you (and anyone else) please do

the same?  Thanks, Joseph

This article presents some remedies for vaccinated people.........which I assume are also remedies

for unvaccintaed people who have been exposed to Shedding?

Posted On 06/03/2021

 

IzzyKitty

Deb3848 OSHA has ruled here in US if employer requires vaccination they are to be held liable for all

damages to the employee. Now whether or not a Dr will admit the damages are caused by the “jab” is

doubtful. Please look up OSHA online and you should be able to see this new ruling. At least you could

print their ruling and your son can take it to his employer.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

traveler4too

I believe that OSHA has changed their position. They Nrst said that if an employer mandated the

shot, that any adverse reactions had to be reported. Now they say it is not mandated to be reported

so it apparently opens up new questions as to liability.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

brodiebrock12

I thought OSHA back tracked on that statement or was coerced to do so?
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Posted On 05/30/2021

 

IzzyKitty

Check out “DR REINER FUELLMICH” from James Delingpole on Vimeo. https://vimeo.com/553673924  

Please everyone that hasn’t watched this video do so now. It’s worth watching because it is about a

lawyer who got a group of lawyers and scientist together from all over the world to dig into what and

how COVID was started. This same group is now Nling lawsuits against the very people who are trying

to convince the world the ‘jab’ is the savior to the plandemic. At Nrst I Ngured I would watch a few

minutes thinking he would talk over my head etc but no I watched the entire interview which is rare for

me, it is that good.  God bless everyone on this site I’ve learned more about health here than from any

dr. Go Ngure. Doctors scare me. They helped my brother die young and I recently lost my mother

because of below standard care. My entire family is now gone and looking  looking back I can see sub

standard health care being biggest cause. It’s heart wrenching to say the least.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Kanadian45

Brilliant and brave man.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

IzzyKitty - thanks for the link.  So sorry to hear about you losing your family to sub standard health

care.  Bless you!

Posted On 05/30/2021
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Retsbew

Dear IzzyKit, you've been through a lot.  You found one of the very best interviews with Dr. Reiner

Fuellmich.  There are others on Bitchute.com, before he went to trial.  Thanks to Dr. Mercola for

another great video today.

Dr. Fuellmich is currently at trial in Nuremberg.  In the link you've posted (and duplicate URL below),

at 1:07 he states that in two to three weeks, a couple of major things are going to happen on three

different continents. Altheon news:  "Interview with Reiner Fuellmich by James Delingpole May

23rd."  I'm not familiar with how they date releases, and if he did this interview while he's on trial,

he's in pretty good shape.  Court takes energy.  But he's obviously a healthy guy and mentioned

wind surNng that he enjoys sometimes.  His statement about "a couple of major things" is

extremely signiNcant.  Please say a prayer for him to be safe. In this same video he also states they

have three major decisions in Portugal, Austria and Germany (Family Law).  I think this forms the

three precedents he was looking for. https://vimeo.com/553673924  

FYI this really annoyed me.  Lawyer Michael Swinwood's had his Nrst try in Canada dismissed and

he needs to get his act together.  I get so annoyed at lawyers who don't stay on track.  Canada

(speaking from Peru) at 4:08:46: "...what you’re seeing is an agenda that’s the same and you’re

seeing where they think that they can get away with more stuff, they do it. So like in Canada I say to

you that the province of Ontario is complete Jesuit pull; we’re under the Jesuit control. People don’t

know that and if I told them they’d go, Oh well there’s something wrong with you."  He's an

indigenous lawyer and he's got the wrong rhetoric going here.  This is about ALL of us.  Good Lord

luvaduck, I could do a better job... grr

 ratical.org/PandemicParallaxView/Lawsuits-C19-False-Claims.html

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

tallulah3

I know several people that have gotten the jab. They act like it’s the best thing since sliced bread. I just

don’t get it. How can people be so stupid? They really believe in this. I tell them what I think and they

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Retsbew/default.aspx
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get mad about it. I think it’s changed their brain chemistry. They just seem different now. I tell them that

I wouldn’t do it for a million dollars and they look at me like I’m the crazy one.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

bahmi0

Your acquaintances are well saturated with denial. I've seen many close friends of mine show the

exact same "pride" after getting a shot. After all, they know zero science about the hideous

potential consequences of such injections and they want to show that they've really studied the Bill

Maher show extensively and Bill wouldn't lie to them. Plus, they've been subjected to enormous

levels of propaganda and it's a relief for them to "get it over with by getting a shot". Hell, I've lost

friends when I tried, gently so, to upgrade their knowledge of the shots but they get upset and tell

me to buzz off.They are obviously not skeptical and questioning. What they hear is what they

follow. So now, they are protected and they have no worries. It's an idyllic state, what more to ask?

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

jca652041

Bahmi0, I thought you’d made a mistake about Bill Maher who’s always spoken out against

vaccines. But a quick search proved you’re correct. Unbelievable!

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

brodiebrock12

crazy is as crazy does
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Posted On 05/30/2021

 

shannonaz

My dad took the PNzer.  For the Nrst time in my whole life he told me to "shut up" over the phone in

a cruel tone.  And do you know what I said to deserve that?  When talking about summer plans, I

mentioned that I hope I won't need a "vaccine passport" & how that didn't make sense because the

vaccinated were just as much a risk as the non-vaccinated because they could still catch &

transmit the virus.  

I have never heard my dad talk to me that way.  I did nothing disrespectful & wasn't even

disagreeing with him, there wasn't even an argument.  I was just saying that I felt it unfair that I

might be discriminated.

The last 3 months, my dad & his wife keep inserting into conversations that they got the Covid Vax.

 I don't know why, even unprompted they do it.  Me & my friend stopped by to pick up a desk my

dad was giving me & they brought it up & why they did it.  I was embarrassed becasue my friend

just stayed quiet (he will never take this Vax), and they just brought it up out of the blue.  I notice

they complain a lot too whenever they visit family & discover someone who isn't vaccinated.  

There is a brain washing & obsessing personality characteristics that I don't quite understand.  For

example, I don't vaccinate myself or child before Covid came along.  Immediate family / friend

might know this, I may mention once & it is never discussed again.  My life, my right, my choice.  

Why o' why do vaccinated people continually feel the need to proclaim their vaccination status &

coerce others to do the same?  This has to be more than just propaganda, it is almost like they

have gotten some kind of programming or OCD?  It is zombie like in the sense they can't seem to

change the chanel---so to speak.  They seem oddly overly concerned with other peoples

vaccination status & live their own life according to their abilty to be injected.  Strange & sad times.

 I am releived others on this site expressing similar stories, otherwise I would feel overun by this.

Posted On 05/30/2021
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Vladimira

Maybe they have the placebo effect working for them.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Mikovits could have been and should have been the go too consultant on this years and years ago. The

corrupt powers of people like Fauci and Collins who put Dr. Judy on their hit list attempted to destroy

her reputation and silence her. Fortunately she is one of the most courageous people on the planet and

her message needs to be heeded.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Palazzolo

Go to by whom?  The psychopathic megalomaniac deep state?  Not likely.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Valid point Pal. Perhaps I fell into the delusional zone there for a moment :) Apart of me had hoped

Trump would have had a basic instinct to bring her onboard within the task force, but once he

championed this warp speed mess that hope faded quickly.

Posted On 05/30/2021
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forbiddenhealing

Since most of us have been exposed to the corona bioweapon and will be drenched in spike proteins

from the naive vaxxers, it is only prudent to attend to natural health maintenance and increase focus on

raising body voltage/resistance.  More antioxidants/polyphenols, cannabinoids, major/minor/trace

minerals, sunshine, sauna, exercise, breathwork... Add more nebulized H2O2, iodine, baking soda and

NAC (oral too)...Have HCQ or Ivermectin or MMS chlorite on hand.....More mega C to raise macrophage

activity, eliminate toxic metals/chemicals, oppose viruses/bacteria/cancers; generally more e-electron

voltage, more OXYGEN, more vitality.  And of overriding emotional states; ditch the fear over this

withering bio-attack, stay parasympathetic and don't kill yerself with sympathetic media-induced

dominance.  Flip a Nnger at all the propagandists and compliant peers who have lost their minds. Keep

yer powder dry if you can Nnd any ammo for sale..the best/worst is yet to come...Hunt, Nsh, garden,

recreate, repair, replenish and improve your position...Add practical knowledge and necessary

provisions;  www.forbiddenhealingforum.com/forum-comments

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

kunstmayer

Curious.... do we know for what duration of time a "vaccinated" person will produce spike proteins?

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Lfod444

Randall- Thanks for the link . Lots of great information that is easy to digest (no pun intended) . I

always enjoy your post on the great Dr. Mercola's site.

Posted On 05/30/2021
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b.k9115

Do you have any advice for people who have taken the Nrst shot and I (hopefully) wake them up

before taking the second? Supplements? Homeopathic? Etc.? Excellent post, checking out your

forum now!

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

b.k...Same same same.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

dmprisk

ambassadorlove.wordpress.com/2021/05/06/pine-tea-possible-antidote-for..

Posted On 06/05/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

Dr Sucharit Bhakdi: Prof Emeritus of Microbiology at the University of Mainz and Germany's  most cited

research scientist,  was on a very short video on Twitter desperately warning parents not to allow their

kids to be vaccinated because of spike proteins. And the devils behind "Community Guidelines"

scrubbed out his voice!!  This kind of despicable truth-gagging is beyond evil.  And doctors who

subscribe to this insanity should have their M.D. status removed and replaced by G.M.S.

(Goebels-Mengele Stooge). Here is a short video of Dr Bhakdi (who would never dream of taking the

vaccine himself) warning about  blood clots caused by the vaccines.

www.bitchute.com/.../pXvvIBOrWJFf   And here is an article from a group of doctors from the Health
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Advisory Recovery Team warning about the dangers of childhood vaccination:

www.hartgroup.org/vaccination-round-up   And this has just emerged on the internet:  "Admission that

the Sars Cov-2 Covid Vaccine is a POISON": www.bitchute.com/.../y3GyKOdczbDy

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

rrealrose

Hi Newlands, this is short and sweet, explains why (from a seriously delusional view) so many

Americans have rushed out, bragging to get the experimental for emergency use only shots:

www.bitchute.com/.../dnDnPRf0rljP  -

sorry my sense of humor goes haywire when confronted with strange, often illogical dualities.

People now announcing to me they've had all their shots (as if I am concerned). Never seem to

notice am keeping my distance from them for a time. Ha? Its horrible.

Add'l - can you imagine what the kids are going to think about the healthcare system about vaccns

if quite a number of them report injuries or even deaths? These vaccns were PROMISED as a ticket

out of their social isolation, however, what these deliver is potentially something quite dark and

damaging (for life?).

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

Hi rrealrose - thanks for the clip of the brain-washed zombie squawking his deranged praise of Dr

Fauci.  As you say, seriously delusional!!! You may have seen this comprehensive (and worrying)

take on the experimental vax by Nve good doctors - sent me by Mirandola.  Covers quite a few

aspects of the potential side effects of the jab:

healthimpactnews.com/2021/5-holistic-doctors-discuss-what-they-are-doi..
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Posted On 05/30/2021

 

arthurrieloutlook.com

"As explained by Mikovits, the transmission that appears to be occurring from vaccinated individuals to

unvaccinated ones is the transmission of exosomes, basically, the spike protein." Exactly HOW are the

exosomes (spike proteins) transmitted from a COVID-19-"vaccinated" person to an unvaccinated

person ? Through physical contact ? Exhalation ? How ??

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

geraldbrennan

The problem with that theory (which may indeed be true) is that

* we are presuming that the 'stakeholders' (big pharma, CDC, WHO, Gates Foundation, etc.) baked

this nasty bit in so that all would be infected with the 'vaccine' version of the spike protein,

* but if that were the case, then the stakeholders are vulnerable to the same infection.

The Exosome Transmission theory would only make sense if the shedding were a completely

unexpected consequence of the 'vaccine.' THAT is indeed a horrible scenario.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Kassie

Dr. Sherri Tenpenny has been speaking about this. In her most recent discussion this week, she is

leaning toward direct contact as the mode of transmission. She is advising wearing long sleeves

when you will unavoidably be in a situation where you are around people you might rub against who

were possibly recently vaccinated, such as on a plane.
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Posted On 05/30/2021

 

mushyp3a

I would like to know this too. So you think physical touch is how transmission occurs?

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

NorthW206

"Never get another shot". I'm wondering what those of us who work in healthcare are supposed to do?

We have worked very hard to get to where we are in our careers. Healthcare needs us but they will soon

be pushing us out if we dont submit to these vaccines. I have managed to avoid them so far but that

will soon be coming to an end. I am already being pressured, harassed, and ostracized by my peers.

Not only is my nursing career my livelihood but it is also my life's calling. What are we to do?

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

lin3741

Above all, don’t just give in, it’s truly the mark of the beast.   666 IS the devils number, except it’s not

a number at all... but a seer’s warning!!!  It was a then non-understood crude depiction of a dna

strand!

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

michaelrbuley

You will not be alone. For many, the choice will come, or has come already:  take the vaccine, and
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keep our lives as they have been, or not. It is changing everything. Like-minded people will band

together; we will have to. For food, protection, self defense. I, too, believe it is the mark of the beast

-- taken at our eternal peril. Whatever the cost here is, we must not take it. Some of us will survive

for awhile, perhaps a good long while. Others among us will not. This world was never meant to be

our Nnal destination. To save our eternal souls is far more important -- not easy, and likely very

discult -- than saving our lives here. I hope my words come across with compassion and love.

Posted On 05/31/2021

 

balhawk

Band together, and look at freelancing options.  There will be a demand for spike protein free

nurses among the aware who don't want to be poisoned by the effects of the jabs of others.  It may

be necessary to get out of the institutional sphere for a while, until the pigeons come to roost and

we're vindicated.

Posted On 06/01/2021

 

GreenBeen

Suggestion: Contact employees bringing a lawsuit vs Houston Methodist Hospital for mandating

experimental covid jab.

Inspiring and courageous nurse Jennifer Bridges RN was interviewed by Del Bigtree yesterday on

The HighWire episode 217

thehighwire.com/videos/117-employees-sue-hospital-over-vaccine-mandate..

Posted On 06/04/2021
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basset7714aol.com

The Salk Institute also revealed the SARS-CoV2- spike protein is what actually caused vascular

damage in COVID patients and COVID vaccine recipients, promoting the strokes, heart attacks,

migraines, blood clots and other harmful reactions that already killed thousands of Americans.

Critically, all four vaccine brands currently in widespread use either inject patients with the spike

protein or, via mRNA technology, instruct the patients own body to manufacture spike proteins and

release them into their own blood.  This hoods the patient's body with the very spike protein that the

Salk Institute has no identiNed as the smoking gun cause of vascular damage and related events (such

as clots, which are killing many people who take the vaccines).

Put simply; it means the vaccines were designed to contain the very element that's killing people. The

false assumption of the vaccine industry and it propagandists is that the spike protein is "inert" and

harmless.  The Salk Institute proves this assumption to be dangerously inaccurate. In an article entitled

"The novel coronavirus' spike protein plays additional key role in Illness'", published on April 30, 2021,

the Salk Institute warns that, "Salk researchers and collaborators show how the protein damages cells,

conNrming COVID-19 as primarily vascular disease," Now a major new study shows that the virus spike

proteins (which behave differently than those safety encoded by vaccines) also play a key role in the

disease itself.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

farmercist

In was predicted in the 1950's book "The Poisoned Needle" that we would become a nation of invalids.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Palazzolo

Written by Eleanore McBean.  
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I have the un-bastardized, unedited, and politically incorrect Nrst edition in my library published in

January 1959.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Interesting and seemingly accurate as time passes

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Remi12

Every single Dr. Mengele who worked on creating this death shot needs to be held accountable for this

atrocity against humanity.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

stanleybecker

yes. and that particular CLONE {ie., the Dr Mengele Clone} should be eradicated from being

reproduced - this entails a psychic surgery that involves intensive education and behavioral

modiNcation

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

bahmi0
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As long as John Roberts is still around, I'm not totally sure we can get adequate justice from these

subhuman swine that have decided to play Satan. They've got all the money (likely stolen) they

need, now they want to satisfy Satan and have access to lots of blood drinking from absconded

children. People have mentioned they were on to these evildoers right from the get-go. Billy the

Snake never fooled me, his ghoulish grins gave his intentions away for many years. My only

question is this: when are these devil worshipers going to be apprehended and tried in a modern

version of Nuremberg trials???? Have they all disappeared to underground catacombs or are they

still appearing on lousy TV shows? Surely there must be some hanging judge that is willing to

render his/her version of justice on these toxic Amanitas.... Or, will our lawless nation fail to seek

justice for the American people? We are aware of bribes and extortion, maybe we no longer have it

in us to seek and obtain justice from our well rotted DOJ.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Watsonandco

Remi12, not going to happen. The bad guys never go to jail. If it ever gets that far, which I seriously

doubt, a lowly minion will take the wrap amid a blaze of publicity and then when it all quiets down,

walk free. That's the way it has always worked. Same old same old.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

lin3741

And why is it that the biggest evil doers such as billy the snake et. al. seem to have the most

money and power!   Why can’t any of the good people of this Earth have some of the say (money

apparently).   ????!

Posted On 05/30/2021
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versatile

"Prevention is better than cure."  It's better to prevent any damage or disease caused by being injected

than to try to cure the damage.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

picturetaker

There are people that are Nghting forced vaccinations in their places of employment and other, they are

using the defence of that this is a experemintal vaccine and goes against the Nuremberg code.

 Fighting forced vaccination because it is an experimental vaccine is the wrong way to go, all they have

to do is get the FDA and other health authorities of other countries to approve it and it makes that

argument null.  Fighting it by saying is that is against your religion, all that has to happen is for the

leader of the relion to say the vaccine is ok.  Fighting it because you have a medical condition like a

autoimmune disease or other, they will just say the beneNts outweigh the risks and that because of

your condition you should get the vaccine.  Fighting against it because vaccines are made or tested

with aborted fetal tissue, they will tell you it is not a life just a bunch of cells or tissue.

The only way to Nght forced vaccination is that it is a violation of your body, mind and soul.  The reason

you decide not to get the vaccination, wether your reasons are real or not, according to science, should

not be over ruled. Vaccinations are there to protect the person taking them and only them, if they

happen to create herd immunity if enough people take them then I guess that is an added side affect,

but no one should ever be forced to receive a medical procedure that has potential adverse affects, or

even if it doesn't, to protect others.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

lin3741
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Bravo. Very well said.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

cakesjean

The argument of violation of your body, mind and soul does not help those working in healthcare.

Many have buckled in to this injection due to pressure from bosses and colleagues.  Refusing to be

vaccinated because of ANY reason does not hold water in this industry,  where vaccinations for

Hepatitis A and B, measles,  tetanus, annual hu are as good as mandatory. No jab = no job

Posted On 06/01/2021

 

Javaned

Picturetaker, that's it! We don't have to use concocted, half-truth reasons to protect ourselves. We

are not even supposed to give reasons, because nobody has the right to violate our innate rights to

own and decide for our bodies, minds and souls.

Of course, anybody can be forced to do anything, but the violators open themselves to be fought

back, without considerations.

 Cakesjean, you made me think. I don't want to be cared for by "vaccinated" doctors, nurses and

dentists. And surgeons!! I am and will be avoiding them like the plague. Supposedly they are

shedding something of the injected poisons around them 2--8(???) weeks. Truth or not, I consider

them "unclean" and keep distance.

 You can give your bosses something like "notice of liability " lawyer prepared, or notice for suing

them for harassment, discrimination, coercion etc.

 And, if possible, band with likeminded healthcare professionals to open "clean" (from Covid b.s.

"vaccines") clinics. We (I for one) need you and will be sorely needing  you in the future.
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Posted On 06/01/2021

 

warriormom

So grateful that someone Nnally acknowledged the fact that children are truly the most vulnerable right

now. Pediatricians are notorious for pushing vaccines and with the current schedule of what, 26

vaccinations by age 12, adding a Covid vaccine will be pushing many children into a lifetime of chronic

ailments. I shudder everytime the headlines declare that one of these experimental gene therapies are

now approved for younger people.  Who will be taking care of these children? And we thought the

school system had problems already?

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

stanleybecker

children are merely more "cannon fodder" for Big Pharma to destroy for the INSANE pursuit of

money, money, money

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Maritt

I am struggling to understand why parents in America regularly take their babies/children to

paediatricians for check ups.  If not sick, why?

Posted On 05/30/2021
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oak49954

Oklahoma just passed a no vaccine passport, but added required COVID jabs for school children. I

would be home schooling. I see a class action suit in the near future.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

nothingsound

My neighbors walked out on their children’s pediatrician and nurse as they tried bullying them into

receive the inoculation.  The father slammed his hand down on the doctor’s desk and gave him

walk for was they walked out!

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

lin3741

It’s a sterilization campaign i truly believe that’s part of it.  SHAMEFUL!

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Siriusbe1

Questions for Joe or anybody else out there:how best to protect ourselves against those who have

already been vaccinated if there is the danger of an overhow of spike proteins?Do we take the same

measures as one would against covid.? And what to say to beloved friends who have been

vaccinated?Do we just avoid any contact?

Posted On 05/30/2021
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brodiebrock12

Unless you truly live in an underground bunker for who knows how long the risk will be present.

Following the protocols of protection talked about here for years is certainly wise. Have yourself

tested for an accurate Vit D blood level. I keep my minimal threshold no less than 60

nanograms/ml as a basic level protection as well as engage in regular HIIT Ntness routines and eat

cleanly. Other staples for me are Vit C support at times, NAC and ZN. There are many more

excellent options for people to stay well and keep their immune systems in a better place to

protect!

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Lfod444

Some have suggested pine needle tea (do your research on it).

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

veritas19

Lfod444,  Thank you for mentioning pine needle tea.  It contains Suramin which the elites took

before all this started to protect from spike protein transmission.  Suramin is illegal to purchase in

the US.  However the tea has Suramin in it's natural state with all the other naturally occurring

phytonutrients  (not the isolated product).  The tea has been used for a long time for many

ailments.   A couple of articles for reference: thetruthaboutvaccines.com/pine-needle-tea  and

principia-scientiNc.com/an-antidote-to-the-covid-vaccine-contagion/  

I have heard that Dr. Mikovitz has not recommended the tea and am awaiting more info on the

substitute treatment from a friend who is in contact with her.  In the meantime, Forbidden's advice

is very apropos.
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Posted On 05/31/2021

 

Javaned

Siriusbe1   - Maybe the strenght of the injected poisons diminishes after some time. Tell them to

detoxify themselves and not go for more shots in the future. One of these booster jabs can be the

last straw for them.

I suppose, many of the injected receive watered down poisons, or pure saline/vitamine water. They

are just trained to believe in the shots and line up every time they are prompted. When the time

comes, they will get the full blast.

They have to understand that the people in power dont care for and need them. ( Robots and

slaves are preferred not wage workers) The only  chance to survive for the jabbed is to join us. It's

still not too late.

Posted On 06/01/2021

 

ironpuppy92765

The interview sounded scary, but the scientists talked way above my head (and probably above that of

most viewers here).  Great communicators adjust their discussions relative to the identiNed audience.

(i.e., dumb it down for us  common folks).  I will re-listen to it quite a few times to understand better.

 But the scary tones and big words alone will keep me from taking the jab.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Palazzolo
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Dr. Joe.  To better attenuate confusion, I ask that you do not use the word "vaccine" at all and instead,

use the words pharmaceutical device to accurately describe this 'thing' that is not by any medical or

legal deNnition, a vaccine.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Good reminder Pal! Amazing still how peeps refer to this as a vaccine.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

health_activist

Worth viewing/listening: ncrenegade.com/massive-world-renowned-doctor-blows-lid-off-of-covid-va..  

 16:15  And: omny.fm/shows/on-point-with-alex-pierson/new-peer-reviewed-study-on-co..

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

chris2244

I'm impressed by Dr. Judy Mikovits who went through Hell while being a great scientist and exposing

lies! She is amazing! Thank You!

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Retsbew
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I'm confused - I thought I read a comment by you, chris2244, stating the Dr. Stephanie Seneff was

endorsing enforced genetic treatment on all people.  I asked for her actual comment representing

this statement to please be published.  Now all I see is a compliment from you to Dr. Judy Mikovits,

who really is an amazing person.   Now I'm starting to worry that I was in an elevator with a recently

vaccinated person...

Does anyone think it might be a good idea to get T-shirts indicating we'd prefer not to be close to a

proudly vaccinated individual?  I'm too scared to wear my Hillary for Prison T-shirt in Canada, but

after being doggedly obedient for so long, it's about time they respected my point-of-view.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Lotek

Being on "one side" of a proper scientiNc debate involves acknowledging all the known facts, whether

pro or con to your hypothesis, and studiously avoiding fallacies in your arguments. Of course, when you

apply this principle, you are no longer on "one side" but are seeking and promoting the truth, wherever it

lies. Then most likely you will Nnd that the truth lies somewhere between the two extremes.

Look for lies and fallacies in whatever you read, and seek out opposing opinions. Be more vigilant

wherever you Nnd misrepresentations. Keep in mind that omissions can be lies too.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

lin3741

Just ask anyone who works in the mainstream media!

Posted On 05/30/2021
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natholhealthy

This may make me sound like a conspiracy theorist, but...do we have any third-party conNrmation that

the injections contain what the companies TELL us they contain, and nothing else?  Or are we just

reliant on trusting these corrupt companies to be telling the truth?

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Javaned

Natholhealthy  -- I don't believe in authority/ corporations/ self appointed international

organizations. They are lying and scheming against us. Only we can stop all this, if most of us just

reject it , get out of power immediately all oscials who follow the "SCRIPT " and elect people to

vote laws good for 'we the people', not for the super rich.

Posted On 06/01/2021

 

balhawk

"No" is the short answer.  

And I cannot rule out the possibility some or even all of these jabs contain nanobot monitoring

devices.   I don't trust a damn thing about them.  If entities charged with looking after our health

can get away with pushing what we do know on us, what reason have we to trust anything about

these jabs?

Posted On 06/01/2021

 

sai73491
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God bless you doctors for speaking the truth

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

moineau

moineau has deleted the comment.

 

love2garden

The Red Cross is currently not taking blood from the jabbed.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

stanleybecker

moineau - the "blood supply" is a minor problem compared to the life destroying effects of being

vaccinated

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

jdarnall64

What I read in all this is exactly what is wanted by the extremist leftwing idiots of hate. Depopulation is

their agenda blaming humans for climate change and destruction of their Mother earth. This whole

movement is the beneNciary  of covid  and fake covid shots. No telling what different diseases will rise

up from these millions of sick disgusting vaccines now being given. At 75 and already having a

neuromuscular condition from a torn spinal cord I will not be taking these vaccines. God, I fully believe,

will not allow this to go on.  He will stop all of this sooner than later.
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Posted On 05/31/2021

 

alexandriademi

I’m unvaccinated because I’m pregnant. Thankfully my work didn’t force me to get the vaccine but now

vaccinated people can take their masks off in the osce and stop social distancing and unvaccinated

people have to keep their masks on and stay way from people. This feels like an invasion of privacy

because I’m now wearing my “status” on my face. Does anyone else deal with this??

Posted On 05/31/2021

 

alexandriademi

Will masks protect me from vaccinated people?

Posted On 05/31/2021

 

Joy8965

Who can put the STOP to this shot ?  Why is this not been halted?

Posted On 05/31/2021

 

my_RNA_DNA

Two major questions I have are these.  The spike proteins from the injections are not exactly mated to

any real virus, but a computer simulated algorithm attempting to estimate what the virus might be.  I
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wonder if these proteins are really effective against any CoV-2 particles, if they really exist at all?

 Secondly, what is going to happen to your immune system when it becomes engorged without multiple

billions of spike proteins that might have no real purpose?  If there is no shut off switch,  a question

that needs to be answered honestly by greedy pharma, what are all these proteins going to

accomplish?  I suspect they will turn deadly or cause your immune system to go haywire trying to

eradicate them.  From all I have read and listened to, no way will I ever get any injections.  There is no

solid, truth-Nlled  reason to get them and no evidence that they ARE not long term poisons.  My

borrowed idea is that there has absolutely never been any disease or sickness caused by the lack of

big pharma drugs.

Posted On 05/31/2021

 

janka47

the sad part is, that you can avoid the vaccine now, but for how long. They won't let you travel, discult

to Nnd a new job, especially in the medical Neld, they want you to be vaccinated. And the best part is

the vaccine passport, what else can go wrong

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

AridAce

Many thanks for discussions with such experts. Living in a developing country I could observe the

lockstep scenario too well. First action of the health institute was to initiate research in antivirals.

Without any reason that was halted, and "vaccines" became the only subject, accompanied by a

campaign of fear, blown up (CT>35) cases and house arrest / curfews. Worse, the indications that

physicians are well aware of this but unable to act (job loss, withdrawal of license). Unfortunately the

ground work for bad health was laid long ago, by introducing monocultures, allowing larger proNts

(including pesticides) and mechanization. This despite a UN report that small scale farming alone can

feed the world's people. From this perspective it might be a good idea to leave the defensive attitude

and attack "the great reset" by presenting "a reset everyone loves": abandoning chemically supported
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monocultures, disruptive medical procedures, harmful and wasteful technology. Instead, set up society

and lifestyle for well-being and good health which also implies "doing the work you love". To send the

message, defeat the AI from "social" media by using text in a picture. Randomly break up the letters in

differently colored parts: humans can read this perfectly well but the AI (ArtiNcial Idiot), not so.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

mtb1939

They want people to be completely reliant on BIG MEDICINE.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

harvelicious

It's important to discern what is true & what is false, before a person can Nnd a psychological

homeostasis & solid foundation for greater understanding that will further enable one's ability to glean

through the lies, deceit, coercion, corruption & propaganda in order to develop appropriate survival &

life enhancing strategies & responses:

1) SARS-CoV-2 has not been QUANTITIATIVELY (scientiNcally measurable) proven to exist using gold

standard scientiNc protocols & ethics. No veriNable isolated & puriNed samples are in existence

anywhere (except as computer simulations), nor, has anyone yet accomplished this critical & single

most important step in identifying a pathogen. Furthermore, this also remains true for SARS, MERS,

Ebola, Zika, HIV, Swine Flu, Bird Flu & all other alleged pathogenic viruses. The psuedo-science used to

justify the existence of any of these "pandemics" is CONSTRUCTIVE FRAUD & is rampantly pervasive at

all levels! In 1954, Koch's Postulates, & even the compromised Rivers Postulates, were abandoned for

QUALITATIVE (theoretical, narrative) research only, for which, any narrative, or, alleged disease, can be

manufactured & manipulated to suit an agenda.

2)  Many real & alleged illness are falsely being classiNed as "C-19". No such thing as what is

commonly referred to as a cold, or, hu anymore. People are sick & dying from a myriad of things,
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including the cumulative effects of them, such as stress, poor diets, insuscient exercise, substance

abuse, masking, isolation, pharma drugs, vaccines, GMO's, chemicals, toxins, technology, EMF's,

numerous psychological problems including Munchausen Syndrome, Factitious disorder,

hypochondria, malingering, Stockholm Syndrome, cognitive dissonance, et al. The effects of

psychological induced illness is vastly overlooked. The body follows the mind - if the mind is ill, so to

will the body be ill. The satanic death cult knows this well & exploits the mind to serve their agenda.

..continued below..

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Such a good point regarding the psychological induced illness effects. How many people have the

type of mental/emotional makeup to be far more susceptible to this reality I wonder?

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

harvelicious

brodie - millions of asymptomatic people (healthy) running to and lining up to get tested with a

fake test not testing for the alleged virus, should be the clearest most revealing and profound

evidence of the severity of the psychological dysfunction and vulnerability that is so prevalent and

ripe for exploitation, manipulation and corruption.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

harvelicious
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..continued..

3) Death, causes of death & statistics are intentionally being manipulated, obfuscated,

recategorized, & induced to serve the satanic death cult agenda. There is very little data that can

be trusted. One must verify, verify, verify. Ask simple logical & common sense questions.

Remove/Turn off all sources of propaganda, including radio, TV, social media, news, sports,

entertainment, etc., for they are loaded with overt & subliminal messaging.

4) Understand that governments, NGO's, corporations, media, social media, smart device apps,

sports, entertainment, most professionals, including doctors & psychologists, & virtually all

philanthropies, charities, etc., are not your friend & do not actually care about you in the least. Be

extremely vigilant before trusting any of them, for which, many, you do not trust at all, but, may

have to transact with.

5) The often referred to Spanish Flu of 1918 (for fear porn exploitation purposes) was a result of a

failed vaccination program & wearing of masks, for which, led to many dying from pneumonia, not

the promoted narrative of a deadly pathogenic virus.

6) The satanic gene altering death shots ("C-19 vaccines") have been in development for at least 2

or 3 decades, probably much longer. The manufacturers, FDA, CDC, et al, are covering up the

catastrophic research tests & studies.

7) What we should fear is VACCINES, satanic gene altering interventions called "VACCINES" & the

insidious & sinister "gain-of-function" research being done to create chimeric biological 'weapons'

for nefarious purposes. There is much talk of the alleged novel SARS-CoV-2 being real & released

either accidently, or, on purpose, into the wild. Here's what we do KNOW: viruses have not been

proven to cross species naturally, therefore, when observing the published SARS-CoV-2 genome

pedigree, the manufactured genome shows there are contributing genomes from bats, felines

(cats), equine (horse), porcine (swine), Robins, et al.

..continued..

Posted On 05/30/2021
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harvelicious

...continued...

7) ...continued... A very important point to be aware of - as a result of gain-of-function research &

subsequent chimeric virus creation, these would only be released into the wild as an actual

"accident", or, as a 'poisoning of the well' scenario should the death cult lose their leverage, be

exposed & further, be made to face the consequences of their nefarious agenda. All of the

individuals involved in this fascistic feudalist corporate technocratic transhumanistic eugenics

plan are paranoid & would not put themselves at any risk by having a chimeric gain-of-function

deadly virus released into the wild for fear of it getting them. Rather they use the fear of the

narrative of one in the wild ravaging the globe, al-the-while, concealing the actual deadly weapons -

the "TESTS", the "VACCINES" & the "LOCK-DOWNS", for which, they can control. They will also

sacriNce their own select operatives along the way to maintain, reinforce, or, enhance the agenda,

which keeps the masses in fear.

8) There will be many illnesses, maimed & murdered people following the "C-19 VACCINES" that

will be further blamed on the virus, or, another "variant", or, on anything other than the "vaccine", in

order to conceal the truth & continue driving the fear & serving up more death by more lethal

injections (or other methods).

9) The current run of "C-19 VACCINES" is strategically manufactured to have "hot batches", "cold

batches" & varying harmful elements in them to intentionally create inconsistencies in the reaction

to the jab to further obfuscate the nefarious agenda. This is why there will be more jabs coming

(never ending).

10) The shedding issue of those vaccinated is not one of a viral nature, but, will be, as mentioned in

the article, other concerning substances such as synthetic proteins, etc., that the body is working

hard to detox.

11) There is absolutely no doubt that Kary Mullis, inventor of the PCR, was murdered just prior to

the "plandemic".

..more..
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Posted On 05/30/2021

 

harvelicious

...continued...

12) All of the initial "hot spots" for "C-19" were in areas where 5G was activated. All man-made

EMF's are extremely problematic & contribute to an immense amount of illness. For example, 5G

running at 1 Ghz alters the oxygen atom causing the electrons to spin in reverse & at different

speeds, rendering them un-absorbable in the lungs (won't attach to iron molecules in red blood

cells) creating conditions of "no energy" & "can't breathe".

13) The WHO, et al, has been quietly & conveniently changing the meaning & deNnition of many

words & terms used to describe certain things & events such as "pandemics", "cases",

"asymptomatic carriers", "symptoms", "medical cause of death", "vaccines", "isolation",

"puriNcation", "gain-of-function", etc. This has been systematically done with the intention of being

able to control everything, without empirical evidence, or, veriNable proof, to justify theft/tyranny.

For example, since when are common symptoms for a variety of different illnesses now deNnitively

labeled as "C-19". With this alleged global "pandemic", healthy people must be tested &

asymptomatic subjects testing positive with a fake test not testing for the virus, are now included

as "cases". Prior to "C-19", only symptomatic subjects were considered as "cases". Also, a

"pandemic" can now be declared for the common cold based on revised deNnitions & inferred

meaning. The alleged "vaccines" are not vaccines when referenced under the long standing

previous description & qualiNcation. Since when can a sample with many different materials in it

be conNrmed as "isolated" & "puriNed". No quantitative or deNnitive cause of death is required for a

death certiNcate. An assumption is now good enough for "C-19".

In conclusion, this all an undeniable colossal FRAUD! Mikovits & Seneff are courageous, credible &

trustworthy, except, in the one fact of understanding & acceptance of what integrous virus isolation

actually is, as noted by Kaufman & Cowan.

Posted On 05/30/2021
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harvelicious

Missed one very important & absolute point - the satanic death cult are God-less barbaric sadists &

they celebrate with euphoric glee when the 'underclass' (deplorables) suffers and dies a hard, slow

and painful death as evidenced by the satanic smirk's & excited uncontrollable body language

displays of these cruel, ruthless, despotic & heartless, malignant messianic megalomaniacal

psychopaths. They are thrilled when they can toy with people (useful idiots and useless eaters) &

then dispose of them when the "fun" is over. The oppression, lawlessness, corruption, disrespect,

vengefulness, spitefulness, propaganda, "vaccines" & "lock-downs", et al, are all designed to inhict

as much pain & suffering as possible while they are killing you.

Going back to item 6), as stated, these "vaccines" (death by lethal injection) have been in the

making for a long time, but, could never come close to getting actual approval due to the brutal &

atrocious safety, escacy and research results, therefore, the only way to circumvent "approval" is

via emergency use authorization (EUA). Billions of dollars have been invested in gene altering

therapies & modiNcation, including from governments & certain high ranking government oscials

& a lot of time has passed without any ROI (return on investment). A ROI infusion was badly

needed as investors were disgruntled & nervous, to put it mildly. This is also a big cash cow for

media, doctors, clinics, hospitals, many politicians, et al.

At the same time, many governments were essentially bankrupt & have no way to fund their

long-term liabilities. Technology & AI was now developed enough to be the means on which to

drive the destruction, theft & takeover. The NWO & the international banking cabal pounced on the

opportunity they saw coming that was of their doing. Massive collusion was involved in creating &

executing the global medical tyrannical plan for a fascistic feudal corporate technocratic

transhumanist global takeover.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Mei_Ling

Add Herd Immunity to the list in #13.
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Posted On 05/30/2021

 

harvelicious

Mei-Ling - Yes, absolutely. There are others, as well.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Moosejaw

Both of my kids came down with chicken pox following my husband's Covid vaccine . Has anyone else

experienced this?

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Ferrets

It can cause shingles so it makes sense.

Posted On 05/31/2021

 

Kanadian45

Thank goodness for Mikovtz and Seneff. Modern day saviours IMHO.

Posted On 05/30/2021
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reg5821

I'm wondering about reverse transcription in the unvaccinated who have to be around the brainwashed

who roll up their sleeves. Being in a toxic human 2.0 environment is one thing, being vicariously

vaccinated is another. Do I need to start drinking a bottle of red wine every day?

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

nothingsound

As I read the article, I dismay at my lack of knowledge and limited medical vocabulary.  Yet, I know

what is being stated is not good at all in layman terms.   What I would like clariNed if someone would,

what is the outcome for those exposed to any corona virus who have received the inoculation? And

with every article, I am truly thankful that I have not been bullied, coerced, shamed into taking the jab.

 And also very thankful that it all began with my knowledge that aborted fetal cells were used in the

process of for that alone is my stand for refusing.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

SunsetBob

Hello Shannon, I agree with your question, as this is also a huge concern for me.  I will start doing

some research, and also reach out to some people.  As it stands, I'm "afraid" to come into contact with

vaccinated people.  Heck, the woman that cuts my hair announced she is getting vaccinated so that

she "won't have to wear a mask" when she cuts hair.  So do I now seek out an unvaccinated hair stylist?

 Oh brother, what a mess!  I will report what I Nnd.  Will you (and anyone else) please do the same?

 Thanks, Joseph

This article presents some remedies for vaccinated people.........which I assume are also remedies for

unvaccintaed people who have been exposed to Shedding?
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Posted On 06/03/2021

 

lin63242

I Nnd it interesting and concerning that I could not unmute this and one other previous video on your

platform. Is that just a glitch on your part?

Posted On 06/02/2021

 

Nadine17

This is the one video to watch, share widely: Dr. Peter McCullough Interview 5/19/2021

https://vimeo.com/553518199

Posted On 06/02/2021

 

cloudedtitles

I've interviewed Dr. Mikovits on 3 different occasions, as well as Dr. David Martin and Dr. Carrie Madej.

 You can listen to these interviews on my website at cloudedtitles.com.

Posted On 06/02/2021

 

bcardenas139yahoo.com

I'm in tears. Since being given the PNzer vaccines (April 6 and April 28), in addition to the hives and

fatigue, my hair is falling out. I have a bag full of hair that I've removed from my brush. It's still falling

out as of this writing. I did report it to a link that I was given, but have not received a response

regarding the issue. There were no changes in medication or diet and I was not anxious or stressed
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about anything. I know this vaccine is the cause, but I'm not sure what to do next.

Posted On 06/01/2021

 

balhawk

It's really astonishing agencies charged with looking after people's health can be this corrupt and

people so brainwashed.   Just goes to show the best cover for any atrocity is incomprehensibility.

Posted On 06/01/2021

 

Nadine17

Federal Legal Case Filed to Protect Our Children During COVID-19

Attorney Tom Renz describes his extraordinary, Earth-shaking, history-making legal case against

federal government’s outrageous imposition on medical practice in America. I guarantee you that you

will hear new information and new ideas, and that you will admire this man’s work and feel gratitude

toward him and all the many people who are working with him. This is a must watch to know how we

are Nghting back!

www.brighteon.com/43f7ae6e-5073-4592-9e00-1b02fa710acb

Posted On 06/01/2021

 

Reynmark

Reynmark has deleted the comment.

 

Javaned
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The robust production of antibodies is not new, it was trumpeted like success in animal trials . The

problem is , that these antibodies are a kind of defective, so to say.

 They stick to the real wild coronaviruses, but instead of destroying them, they hang  on the

invaders,  hiding them from the immune system and helping them to enter the cells.

 The trial animals died after all their robust antibodies production,  more likely because of it.  

No more animal trials, then, let's  jump directly to humans. Stay tuned.

Posted On 06/01/2021

 

mufbn

I do believe this is true but why would they make a vaccine that does this???

Posted On 06/01/2021

 

Nadine17

nicholaspogm.blog/2021/05/28/video-rockefeller-2010-doc-Nles-on-pande..  

www.bitchute.com/.../YyKYEAxEJ2fR  

Here is Youtube version, while it's still there.

www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 06/01/2021
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mkumar

Dr mercola I will have to get my AstraZeneca jab soon due to my work, what advise can I get from you

to lessen the harmful effects of the spike protein. Thank you

Regards

Michael

Posted On 06/01/2021

 

mufbn

Is AstraZeneca an actual vaccine or is it like the others?  Is it FDA Approved?  If it is not FDA

approved, then according to the federal govt you can not be forced to get this vaccine.

Posted On 06/01/2021

 

wxw1748

Gratitude to you Judy, Stephanie and Joseph for commitment to integrity and truth. What a depth of

knowledge and you have, and one feels a growing sense of anger knowing that so many unwell people

today, maybe the vast majority of them, do not have to be in that state. When would the average lay

person ever get to hear this depth of knowledge and understanding? Who has the time to spend untold

hours digging through research papers; presuming the ones we need to see can even be found. Then

there is the task of trying to understand very specialised scientiNc information and being able to gain

at least a reasonable understanding. So this type of information, by design we observe is restricted by

not being reported and openly discussed. Politicians do not seek out the very best most informed

individuals but instead are surrounded and inhuenced by those proNting from the decisions of

politicians who are making decisions based upon the advice given by those proNting; That is a

deNnition of CORRUPTION as I see it.
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Posted On 06/01/2021

 

MASONMANNIX

Article Quote: “What Can We Expect to See More Of? While the variety of diseases we may see a rise in

as a result of this vaccination campaign are myriad, some general predictions can be made. Seneff

believes we’ll see a signiNcant rise in cancer, accelerated Parkinson's-like diseases, Huntington's

disease, and all types of autoimmune diseases and neurodegenerative disorders.”

My Response: I knew trouble was on the horizon!

Posted On 05/31/2021

 

balhawk

If there is indeed a nefarious agenda, the intention would have to be for it to be plausibly deniable.  

Seneff's predictions might Nt that bill.   Half the population dying out within a year or 2 would be

too iffy to cover up.

Posted On 06/01/2021

 

MASONMANNIX

Look at all the people now that “things are back to normal” that are acting out “violently” in the

streets, on airplanes and at sporting events just within the past few weeks?  By the way, I cannot

stand it when the media conveys that “things are back to normal!”  Maybe for their cushy lives but

the rest of us are not insulated from the mayhem.

Something strange is happening out here!
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Posted On 06/02/2021

 

dpr8665

They (Gates, Fauci, et al) carefully planned and engineered a virus to help subjugate us. They were not

particularly sly or careful in the execution of this plan, having left more Nngerprints than a drunk at a

strip club. I have two questions that will never be answered:

Do they think this virus and the so-called "vaccine" will somehow skip over them?

Are they looking forward to being the lords of the scorched earth they are creating?

The economic damage alone will make The Great Depression look like Mardi Gras.

A third question: How do they plan to explain this to their children... and in the afterlife?

Posted On 05/31/2021

 

balhawk

Good questions, all of which can be answered by solipsism, the tendency to ascribe one's way of

thinking to others.  Something political party dogmatists tend to have in spades.

Posted On 06/01/2021

 

Ambassador777

"...the spike protein your body produces in response to the vaccine is even worse, as the synthetic RNA

has been manipulated in such a way as to create a very robust and unnatural spike protein." QUESTION:

What mechanism in the human system exists to shut down the human production of the spike protein?

Is it a car without brakes? What happens when other factors like exposure to radiation suppress the
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immune response? Does the spike protein overwhelm the human system. If so, what might the

pathological effects be?

Posted On 05/31/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Does anyone know if the CCP has already or plans to inject all its child bearing age women with this

gene therapy? I ask because they just announced its citizens can now have 3 children rather than 2?

Just odd hearing that announcement is all and my mind wanders and wonders knowing the risks of

infertility speculated already here with reports coming out thru VAERS etc

Posted On 05/31/2021

 

tunybgur

So what are we supposed to do, abandon ourselves to chance and the virus?

Posted On 05/31/2021

 

mufbn

Do you have any underlying health conditions?  This virus has a recovery rate of about 99%

Posted On 06/01/2021

 

mmmbeckwithwindstream.ne

Well, S@7%!!, here I am, sitting with the J & J shot at 76 years of age,  because I thought it would be
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best.  Getting Corvid also has some concerns for my age group, so I stepped into this as a "precaution".

No ones knows what can happen with or without the shots, but, sadly, the public has never been

informed or given the chance to review the real risk factors of both sides of the decision, to get or not

to get a shot.  I've already lost a kidney to cancer 4 years ago and, fortunately, have not needed any

additional treatments and would go an alternate route, anyway, if needed.  So, now it's a rush to try and

Nnd an antidote that might help stem the tide of these poisons, great, eh?  Well, keep the suggestions

howing everyone and perhaps we can manage to ride some of this out.  At least let's hope so.  My hope

is that the J&J might lose some of it's effect with time, but perhaps this is just my delusion that helps

me stay positive. Rock on everyone and keep the ideas howing, I'll have a cup of milk thistle tea now!

Posted On 05/31/2021

 

kennygrossogmail.com

I anticipate that in the months and years ahead, science will make many interesting and perhaps useful

discoveries in immune system research.. These will quite possibly come in the form of the unintended

consequences of great multitudes of healthy persons participating in the current mass inoculations

connected with the current covid-19 emergencies. Science will beneNt from having such a large

population of test subjects, re: those who have received the various experimental vaccines approved

for use by our government, in cooperation with the pharmaceutical industry.

The control group will consist of all those persons who, for one reason or another, declined to receive

these experimental immune therapy treatments. In the months and years ahead, we should all be the

beneNciaries of the information gleaned from these experiments in human health.

Posted On 05/31/2021

 

brodiebrock12

or perish as collateral damage...
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Posted On 05/31/2021

 

BJC777

Really? 

!

Posted On 06/02/2021

 

jimmyt2dm

Wow great information will watch again, man it was really interesting. Dr. Mercola I love ya man.

-Jimmy.

Posted On 05/31/2021

 

danhow94535

The COVID injections aren't the only thing we have to worry about: Nurse speaks out about Ethylene

Oxide and the COVID swabs. ourtube.co.uk/.../xJw3wH8VL9pNVsv  Ethylene Oxide-What is ethylene

oxide? At room temperature, ethylene oxide is a hammable colorless gas with a sweet odor. It is used

primarily to produce other chemicals, including antifreeze. In smaller amounts, ethylene oxide is used

as a pesticide and a sterilizing agent. The ability of ethylene oxide to damage DNA makes it an

effective sterilizing agent but also accounts for its cancer-causing activity. Which cancers are

associated with exposure to ethylene oxide? Lymphoma and leukemia are the cancers most frequently

reported to be associated with occupational exposure to ethylene oxide. Stomach and breast cancers

may also be associated with ethylene oxide exposure.

www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/causes-prevention/risk/substances/ethylene..  

Ethylene Oxide www.cdc.gov/.../default.html
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Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Verena_203

I am hearing on a lyme forum that people with Lyme are seeing their symptoms go away.  I Nnd this

very strange, not everyone, some are getting worse.  Why would some get better?  This is after the

vaccine.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

balhawk

Maybe the spike proteins are more toxic to the bugs that cause the Lyme.   Wouldn't be the only

harmful medication or antibiotic that has effectiveness against some conditions.

Posted On 06/01/2021

 

dmprisk

Judy, don't forget the pine needle tea

ambassadorlove.wordpress.com/2021/05/06/pine-tea-possible-antidote-for..

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Best place or source to purchase pine needle tea?
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Posted On 05/31/2021

 

dmprisk

You can't buy Pine needle tea, you just Nnd the kind in this article, I am lucky, my neighbor has a

huge pine tree, it's a Spruce tree and I even asked and he said help myself. If you can't Nnd a pine

tree that is listed in the article, then I did see people selling it on Etsy, but it was expensive....

Posted On 06/05/2021

 

gin4797

Thank you Dr Mercola .  I am glad we have free press and a functioning brain to make health decisions

concerning our own bodies .  Please keep up your good work.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Nadine17

"Most doctors go into practice because they are peeping Toms"  lol  A good laugh with Johnny Carson.

www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

malan43

After reading the article and watching the video I can only come up with one conclusion, they are trying

to kill us all off with these poisons they want to inject into our bodies. Have a nice day!
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Posted On 05/30/2021

 

chris2244

continuation of the list of proteins homologous to the 'oscial' NIH SARS-Cov-2 spike sequence:

-transposase from MUSCA DOMESTICA (83% sc, 48% id), -transposase human=histone lysine

N-methyltransferase (95% sc, 34% id), -human cannabinoid receptor 1 (95% sc, 45% id), -human

cannabinoid receptor 2 (93% sc, 39% id), -human myc-proto-oncogene protein (78% sc, 50% id)*,

-human Krueppel-like factor 4, transcription factor (76% sc, 40% id), -human Oct4 transcription factor

(82% sc, 25% id), -human Sox2 trasncirption factor (63% cs, 38% id), -human Lin28 transcription factor

(83% sc, 45% id), -vaccinia virus decoyprotein (96% sc, 29% id), -SARS-CoV-2 nucleocapsod

phosphoprotein (67% sc, 37% id) <= the same from PCR tests, -human SiRT1 cell regeneration (77% sc,

24% id), -human coagulation factor VII (75% sc, 45% id), -human coagulation factor VIII (94% sc, 32%

id), -human coagulation factorIX (97% sc, 31% id), -human coagulation factorX (85% sc, 35% id)**,

-human coagulation factorXI (89% sc, 22% id), -human coagulation factorXII (82% sc, 35% id),

-crispr-associated endonuclease cas9 Streptococcus thermophilus (93% sc, 21% id), -crispr-associated

endonuclease cas1 Pseudomonas aeruginosa (91% sc, 62% id)***, -light harvesting protein from

Rhodobacter sphaeroides (81% sc, 35% id)**, -human aquaporin 1 (97% sc, 37% id)***, -human

aromatase, with testosteron as substrate (97% sc, 21% id), -human semenogelin-1, no 1 protein in

semen (98% sc, 28% id)****, -human neurotensin receptor type 1 (80% sc, 47% id)*****, -human

neurotensin, i.e. neuromedin (78% sc, 58% id), -human ferritin heavy chain (96% sc, 30% id), -human

ferritin light chain (92% sc, 55% id)******, implies that we are dealing here with a BIOWEAPON IN ALL

COVID-19 'VACCINES'. These are only the ones I tested, there are more..

As we know 2020 was normal year with simple FLU, what we are getting NOW, in the 2021 INJECTIONS

YEAR, is the REAL THING, Gates was smiling about so much! PEOPLE WAKE UP NOW, PLEASE.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

chris2244
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Covid-19 INJECTIONS are GENE TREATMENTS, not designed for a single human body, whether old or

young! In fact the similarity of the covid spike protein I'm posting everywhere for 1.5 YEARS already(!!),

from very begin on 'covid-19' SCAM, indicated all the issues we see now.. The list of these countless

bacterial, viral, human proteins (sc stands for sequence coverage, id for identities), just the ones I

tested:

-anthrax toxin (80% sc, 34% id), bioweapon, -ricin toxin (80% sc, 48% id), bioweapon, -tetanus

neurotoxin (75% sc, 35% id), bioweapon, -pseudomonas EXOTOXIN A (95% sc, 35% id), -botulin toxin

from Clostridium botulinum (89% sc, 43% id), -human p53 (86% sc, 25% id), cancer related, -putrescine

(71%sc, 40% id), -cadaverine (67% sc, 26% id), -prothrombin (41% sc, 33% id), -HSP70 (16% sc, 26% id),

-HCG (68% sc, 29% id), infertility, -FSHR (94% sc, 44% id), pregnancy, menstruation, -Hemoglobin (41%

sc, 25% id), -acetylcholinesterase (28% sc, 52%% id), -surface glycoprotein from Agrotumefaciens (48%

sc, 41% id), tumors in plants, -human trypsin (85% sc, 26% id), essential digestive enzyme, -human

rhodopsin (87% sc, 38% id), -syncitin-1 (91% sc, 30% id), -marburg virus assemblyVP40 (55% sc, 38.5%

id) : most lethal virus assembly protein, -synthetic EPSPS (96% sc, 29.2% id) : herbicide resistance,

-cry2Ab (89% sc, 24% id) : insecticide resistance, -cryA1 (96% sc, 29% id), -HIVgag pol (94% sc, 25.5%

is), -HIVp53 (73% sc, 45% id), -HIVmatrix protein (70% sc, 23% id), -HIVgp160 surface glycoprotein

(93% sc, 30% id), -human prion protein (92% sc, 33.3% id), -human cd4 protein (95% sc, 30 id), -ebola

matrix protein (65% sc, 43%), -HIV reverse transciptase (98% sc, 37% id), -human growth arrest protein

(83% sc, 32% id), -nagalase (97% sc, 50% id), -human Ca+2 binding protein (90% sc, 26% id), -human

contactin, neural recognition (90% sc, 28% id), -human complement factor B (96% sc, 44% id), -human

tumor necrosis factor (91% sc, 53% id)

will continue...

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

fvtomasch

Here's an article from Mike Adams www.naturalnews.com

www.naturalnews.com/2021-05-30-natural-news-statement-on-vaccine-refus..   For comments on his

website scroll way down on article.
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Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Astrocomical

I don't get it.  If it's THAT  bad and dangerous (the mRNA spike protein jab) why the heck are they

injecting it into as much people as possible and coercing them, to me, in the most nefarious way as

possible short of just rounding you up and FORCE jabbing you??

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Javaned

Astronomical  -- They don't need us anymore, after we helped them to develope science and build

technology, which can replace us easily.

Posted On 06/01/2021

 

alan515

Given the possible bad effects of taking Cov vacs (mine was P version of mRNA) please compile your

own

suggestions of what to take to possibly try to mitigate any bad outcomes. Thanks Alan Cook.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Javaned

Read Dr. Mercola and the posts, there are exelent suggestions. And number one-- don't  go and get
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injected anymore, ever!!

Posted On 06/01/2021

 

dividingcricker

A video...that is not for the squeamish ....I am speechless .....the more I know the less believable this

nightmare seems ......For the D3 followers ....adding 3mgs of Boron can increas D3 levels by 40% and it

has many surprisingly health effects ..zNIH Nothing Boring About Boron by Lara Pizzorno.....

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Nadine17

They are asking men with issues as well from the covis shot to go to mycyclestory.com  This guy is

pretty ticked off: www.bitchute.com/.../ubrDlhcXPC4w

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

January21

Someone earlier said theRoyalsnever havevaccines,and Katehas had saline solution. Can you tell us

where you have seen this?

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

JudyCharl
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responding to “love2garden” in reference to Red Cross not taking blood donations from recipients of

the experimental covid shots… from their website today:  COVID-19 Vaccine   Acceptable if you were

vaccinated with a non-replicating, inactivated, or RNA-based COVID-19 vaccine manufactured by

AstraZeneca, Janssen/J&J, Moderna, Novavax, or PNzer providing you are symptom-free and

fever-free. Wait 2 weeks if you were vaccinated with a live attenuated COVID-19 vaccine. Wait 2 weeks

if you were vaccinated with a COVID-19 vaccine but do not know if it was a non-replicating, inactivated,

RNA based vaccine or a live attenuated vaccine.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

lin3741

Thank u for sharing this...my question is that if it is true that the spike protein production never

shuts down, what difference wd it make as to how long you wait to give blood.  I think this blood

bank issue is going to be a HUGE problem in the future.   I wd like to hear more about it from Dr.M

or anyone on the site in comments section....it’s a very concerning aspect of this never ending

saga.

Posted On 05/31/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Does anyone know how to explain the strange symptom described as covid toe? It's the one symptom I

do not fully understand yet have known several people who have exhibited it. I've never seen any

previous respiratory illness personally or in others which has shown this as a symptom

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

jintampa1
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What a FABULOUS interview with these two ladies, they are so smart AND caring. Thanks for bringing

these interviews to us Dr. M!

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Jim_Bo

Dr. Mercola is a hero (along with a few others) for elucidating the truth!  Thank you and comments by

Top Posters.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

cybersoul

THE BATTLE FOR HUMANITY www.option3.co.uk/the-battle-for-humanity  

COVID-19 INJECTION www.option3.co.uk/covid-19-injection  

THE BIOLOGICAL CONTROL CIRCUIT

www.option3.co.uk/ibm-the-bill-gates-syndicate-and-eugenics-the-biolog..

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Siriusbe1

www.facebook.com/messenger_media/?thread_id=100003822433213&attach..

Posted On 05/30/2021
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Krofter

Those imbued with hubris (think Bill Gates) tried to impose their world view.  Instead, they instigated an

enlightenment, which may end syphilization as 'they' know it.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

steph425

For newly pregnant women, what strategies can safely be employed for when in close contact with

those who have gotten the shot. I see there are lots of recommendations, but which are safe for while

pregnant?

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

deneen2000

quoting forbiddenhealing here bc it makes the most since to my simple mind:   Since most of us have

been exposed to the corona bioweapon and will be drenched in spike proteins from the naive vaxxers, it

is only prudent to attend to natural health maintenance and increase focus on raising body

voltage/resistance.  More antioxidants/polyphenols, cannabinoids, major/minor/trace minerals,

sunshine, sauna, exercise, breathwork... Add more nebulized H2O2, iodine, baking soda and NAC (oral

too)...Have HCQ or Ivermectin or MMS chlorite on hand.....More mega C to raise macrophage activity,

eliminate toxic metals/chemicals, oppose viruses/bacteria/cancers; generally more e-electron voltage,

more OXYGEN, more vitality.  And of overriding emotional states; ditch the fear over this withering

bio-attack, stay parasympathetic and don't kill yerself with sympathetic media-induced dominance.

 Flip a Nnger at all the propagandists and compliant peers who have lost their minds. Keep yer powder

dry if you can Nnd any ammo for sale..the best/worst is yet to come...Hunt, Nsh, garden, recreate,

repair, replenish and improve your position...Add practical knowledge and necessary provisions;

 www.forbiddenhealingforum.com/forum-comments
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Posted On 05/30/2021

 

san7947

This is so very complex to understand for the regular person. I need a dummies version please!!

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Kanadian45

Me too! I feel like I have gone back to school since I have been awake. Not a bad thing mind you.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

BJC777

Dummies version:

odysee.com/@PatrickWalkey:6/If-People-Get-Jabbed-After-Watching-This-T..

Posted On 06/02/2021

 

lindalonia

How much do we need to fear transmission that appears to be occurring from vaccinated individuals to

unvaccinated ones?  Is casual contact with the vaccinated safe?

Posted On 05/30/2021
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brodiebrock12

if you are doing the things you need or should do to keep your immune system strong its your best

logical option. Remember in the world of constantly mutating viruses and changing seasons its a

person's innate immune system that should always be fortiNed and its NOT by injection!

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Mei_Ling

Brodie, since I can't ask you directly I'll add onto linda's question and I'm sure this applies to lots of

people on here.  I'm doing all the things I need to do to keep my immune system strong, what about

having sex with my spouse if she decides to get the shot?  Nothing casual about that contact.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

lindalonia

@mei_ling According to Dr. Christiane Northrup you should not have sex with someone who had

the vax.  healthimpactnews.com/2021/the-5-doctors-reconvene-to-discuss-transmiss..

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

tallulah3

Thanks for the link. I signed up for the emails

Posted On 05/31/2021
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picturetaker

After reading this my brain hurts, kind of hard to understand for the lay person.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Bunny3

For those of us who found the video discult, read Dr. Mercola's summary at the top of the article.

 Then listen to the end of the video when the doctors explain how we can protect ourselves - there

were at least 15 recommendations.  Keep in mind, there are many things even these experienced

doctors don't know.  Information is evolving daily, so the last chapter of this saga is far from

Nnished.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

BJC777

A little easier to understand:

odysee.com/@PatrickWalkey:6/If-People-Get-Jabbed-After-Watching-This-T..

Posted On 06/02/2021

 

Behealthy3

I asked a question and now it is gone.....  Will hand sanitizer be effective against this synthetic

transferring spiked protein after being in public?  Or is thorough hand washing the only solution? Also,

is it transferred by droplet and/or airborne mechanisms? Thx?
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Posted On 05/30/2021

 

tinarock

@Behealthy3, I would not use hand sanitizer for any reason. It does not clean or sanitize your skin,

it just spreads dirt around. You are much better off doing thorough hand washing. At this point I

have not seen anyone, anywhere, explain exactly how the spike protein is transferred between

vaxxed and unvaxxed people. Nobody knows yet. So at this point, I suggest you limit your exposure

to vaxxed people. Do not have intimate contact with them.  Keep a distance from them. If you are

stuck in a roomful of them, get out as soon as you can. And be sure to eat organic, raise your

vitamin D level, get plenty of sleep, and Decide to be Happy. Fear will make you sick.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Behealthy3

Tinarock:  Thank you.  I only use hand sanitizer when there is not sink-- like getting into the car

after being in a store. Only place I use it actually. Hand washing always best. But, I totally hear what

u r saying about alcohol based sanitizers.  They do break down cell walls of bacteria and viruses if

used with friction and allowed to dry.  But, the skin, being a big mouth, and absorbing all is very

true. I wonder about ozone cremes that Judy talked about. Hmmmm. Not seen such a creme

before. Will look around. Again, thank u for your time and thoughts.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Behealthy3

I am pretty simple, so can someone help me here?  For us non-covid jabbed people, will hand sanitizer

breakdown/denature/be effective against this synthetic spike protein since people can transfer it to

others?  For instance, after being in a store, will hand sanitizer be effective against this protein like it is
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against a virus? Or is only thorough hand washing effective now to minimize the circulation of this

spiked protein?  Also, wondering if it is droplet and/or air borne in transmissability? Thx!

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Behealthy3

Marinkos:  Will copy and paste what I wrote to another above.  

"Thank you.  I only use hand sanitizer when there is not sink-- like getting into the car after being in

a store. Only place I use it actually. Hand washing always best. But, I totally hear what u r saying

about alcohol based sanitizers.  They do break down cell walls of bacteria and viruses if used with

friction and allowed to dry.  But, the skin, being a big mouth, and absorbing all is very true. I wonder

about ozone cremes that Judy talked about. Hmmmm. Not seen such a creme before. Will look

around. Again, thank u for your time and thoughts. "

And thank you for the extra reminders and thoughts on metals.  So do you feel colloidal silver is

absolutely bad too, then?  And clay?  Clay is considered medicinal in some applications. I assume

those nutraceuticals are a clean form of clay, to the absorbing it usually does.  My very elderly dog

is on clay to Nrm her stools, for instance.  Again, thank you for taking the time to respond and your

thoughts.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

BJC777

Most sanitizers are poisons. Find a natural one. I use a tea tree oil based one.

Posted On 06/02/2021
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StarPowerVitD

For me, the immediate takehone message is optimize your vitD level to optimize immune function to

protect against both Covid AND the vaccine.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

brodiebrock12

DeNnitely get your baseline Vit D level known and build/maintain from there. Strive for at least 60

mg/ml!

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Horsea

Use essential oils, use antimicrobials … ozonated balms and creams break apart the lipid particles,

cannabis balms and creams normalize skin, [which is part of] your immune system … ESSENTIAL OIL

of LAVENDER   However poisonous it is claimed to be,  taken in tiny amounts, lavender OIL can be

highly useful.  

Read Page 41 of Healing with Whole Foods by Paul Pitchford on how to use it safely.  I take 4 - 6 drops

of the organic essential oil of lavender PER WEEK, only 1 or 2 drops at a time, then stop for maybe 5 or

6 days, then restart.  With most medicines, this method works better than constant ingestion.  Why do I

take this? Here is a portion of what Pitchford says: "Lavender pure essential oil assists in the

breakdown of toxic material in the liver, lymph and other viscera that result from poisons in the

environment and food and from old residues of hydrogenated trans-fatty acids and synthetic polymers

(from margarine, shortening and poor quality deep friend oils)." Essential oil of lavender can be

poisonous if taken in excess - but so can water, salt and iodine - substances all needed for health.

 Read here:www.whiterabbitinstituteofhealing.com/.../lavender
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Posted On 05/30/2021

 

jimmywalter

I have not had any of the vaccines. But I just developed shingles. I read about how the vaccines can

spread, shed on their own. How would I know if that happened to me?

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

njlady

Maybe get an antibody test to see if you had covid

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Bunny3

I developed shingles even though I never had chicken pox, which they say is impossible.  Well, the

impossible happens.  In fact, I got a severe case that caused stage 6 paralysis and hearing loss.

 This happened several years ago, and since I never had chickenpox as a child, it really stumped

the doctors.  Over time, I came to the conclusion that a some sort of pathogen was transmitted to

me by a vaccinated person.  I developed it immediately after staying in a hotel which both children

and seniors frequented.  It was right after that I noticed my Nrst shingle appear, which gradually

spread all over one side of my head and neck, followed by the paralysis. The paralysis was similar

to Bell's Palsey, and lately cases of Bells Palsey have been popping up among the covid vaccine

recipients.  This is not a coincidence.  We really don't know everything that goes into these

vaccines, so it's discult to make a connection, but these occurrences are connected.  

If your shingles get worse, try IV C or oral Liposomal Vitamin C, which is the safest course.  Also

get enough sleep, avoid eating sugar and avoid getting stressed.  You would not believe how much

these things affect your body.  If the natural route doesn't help, try an antiviral. I took an antiviral
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and steroids for a week or two.  I never take any medication, but nothing else seemed to help.

 These meds do have signiNcant side effects, so only take them if you really need them.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

farmercist

It's amazing how arrogant and ignorant humans are to think they can mess with the immune system

and there won't be side effects.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

brodiebrock12

The EGO of man has the tendency to wreck things for certain!

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

kunstmayer

Has it been shown for how long the various "vaccines" lead to production of the spike proteins? Just

long enough to establish a response, or it is ongoing, or unknown?

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

DanMorpheus

Cannabis to strengthen type 1 interferon pathways! 

"

 Could excessive use of cannabis produce this
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effect in the body?

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

fvtomasch

Good article. www.yahoo.com/news/117-staffers-sue-over-houston-210313560.html

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

tbr5847

Good in the sense it talks about people who are objecting to these “vaccines” bad cause they call

them safe!

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

don3724

Dr Mercola, I haven’t seen anyone address this- so many people have been vaccinated, I am terriNed of

ever needing a blood transfusion- is this a legitimate concern?

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

stanleybecker

yes it is - but pales next to the concern of actuaslly allowing oneself to be vaccinated - that looks

like voluntary SUICIDE now
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Posted On 05/30/2021

 

joh6467

Thanks for all your bad news about covid vaccinations....unfortunately I have had both shots of the

PNzer jab and you are beginning to scare me....is there any good news out there as to what can be

done to reduce any risks from these vaccines if you have already had them?....Thanks John

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

stanleybecker

the Nnal section of the above article details strategies you might try - I think that the fact that you

have not even bothered to read the article does not bode well for the future outcomes of your

predicament

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Maria74

Pine needle tea is well thought of, which contains suramin

archives.simplelists.com/.../16539359

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

jserianz1gmail.com

Research pine needle tea. Dr. Judy Mikovits recommends it because it contains Suramin which an
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antidote to the spike protein. I'm surprised she didn't mention it in this interview.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

wpmars

This is not rocket surgery. Many reason exist to limit the population or control it.  Sick people by more

products on line. If you can't go outside , the only thing to do is shop shop shop. China reverses the

effects of the Trump leverage and globalism is right at the gate. Trying to see the light on Biden

stressing of Americans and the hardships already present. Its tuff.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

stanleybecker

"sick people buy more product on line" is secondary to "sick people are the bread and butter of

Pharma proNt"

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

brodiebrock12

The injections assure future proNts for big Pharma. Has always been one of the main drivers of

this madness. The plethora of strange illnesses appearing as time moves forward will be

astounding from this worldwide blanket tinkering of natures immune systems!

Posted On 05/30/2021
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wpmars

The only caveat is that the Princes Kate Middleton was show receiving the vaccine . Maybe it was

Botox.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

stanleybecker

botox can look truly grotesque - I have seen bottoxed woman who look like gargoyles with bulging

protuberances that do not resemble the human body at all - a truly disgusting development of

plastic surgey - "plastic" is the key word here

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Maritt

People think that it was only a placebo.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

indiagregory

The British royals never take vaccines or anything called "vaccines". They only eat organic food and

get incredible medical care. That is why they live so long.  Middleton only received a saline

injection.

Posted On 05/30/2021
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deb3848

My son is being forced by his employer to get vaccinated.  I am urging him to look for another job but

they are only giving him 2 weeks to either start the vaccination process or to produce a doctor's note

and he is telling me he can't be without a job right now. He is only 36 and is not an essential worker nor

does he work with the public.  This is so wrong.  Is J&J the least damaging of the 3 available if he has

to do it?

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

MaggieMay

WND article Vaccine mandate comes with liabilities for employers 'If you require your employees to

be vaccinated any adverse reaction is work-related' By Bob Unruh Published May 15, 2021 at

4:33pm LifeSite article What to do if your employer, school, or parish demands you get the

coronavirus vaccine What are your rights in these, and similar, situations? Read expert opinions

and available resources. Tue May 18, 2021 - 9:18 am EST

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

copohmom

OSHA has released a statement that any employer forcing employees to “inoculate” they are held

liable for any damages. Personally, as a former safety health and environment manager, and OSHA

trainer, I’d recommend written orders from said employer, contact an attorney and keep them on

stand by, present statement from OSHA to employer and stay intent. They won’t like it but a lot of

companies don’t realize they will be held liable and some, like Walmart, realize the risks and

instead “encourage” (bribe) employees to take the shot of their own free will.

Posted On 05/30/2021
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Lizschneider53

From what I understand they are ALL equally damaging!! This article plainly says this!

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Robindnity

I'd say he may be saving himself Nnancially in the short run re keeping the job, but killing himself in

the future from the health dangers of these injections. If you read this article, they're all bad! Either

get that doctor's note excusing him from it, or could he possibly Nnd another job that doesn't

require an injection?

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

stanleybecker

tell your son to write a letter to his employee stating that because he is being forced to take the

injection { which is experimental and has no safety proNles} to comply with his terms of

employment then his employee must become legally responsible for any adverse outcomes - then

see what sort of response he then gets as to being forced to vaccinate

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

evedawn

Check out America's Frontline Doctors or The HighWire (Del Bigtree) as both organizations are

taking legal steps against employers who mandate vaccines. They are asking people who are
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coerced by their employers, to step forward. This is total madness and against the Nuremberg

Code: Voluntary consent is essential (when participating in a medical experiment). On a personal

level, like other commenters say: the short term (perception of) Nnancial beneNts may come with a

very high long term price tag (Nnancially, physically, mentally).

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

kimhamilton

He may be able to get legal help here www.americasfrontlinedoctors.org/legal

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

One's medical records must be signed off by the individual according to a privacy law...so how do

employers assume the right to demand "proof" of vaxx? Colleges, schools and employers have

seized power over people they should not have!

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

fromseatoshiningsea

No one can mandate any of these vaccines.  Tell your son to go to:  https://thehealthyamerican.org

 where he will Nnd all kinds of legal advice for this situation.  Also, for $20.00, you can purchase

from this site a copy of your state's laws (I purchased the one for my state), which includes

applicable federal laws.

Posted On 05/30/2021
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mikyzer

Please go to the link I provided it is America’s front line doctors. They have a legal form employers

need to Nll out if they are telling your son he needs to get the shot. Hopefully this will help.

assets.website-Nles.com/606d3a50c62e44338008303d/609462860f3394d5991a..

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

oli3047

My son was reluctant to get the vaccine.  Consulted his Primary Care Physician at Mayo Clinic in

Scottsdale, AZ.  After discussion, considering his age (over 50), he was given the PNzer brand.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

lindalonia

His life is worth more than any job.  God will help him Nnd other work. He needs to quit.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Bunny3

Mikovits said J&J - the one shot vax - is the worst.  I don't think they widely use Astra Zenica in the

US, but it's similar to J&J.  Dr. Mikovits said it also depends on the person, their age, and what

types of chronic conditions they have.  I think she said (and please correct me if I'm wrong) PNzer

and Moderna are worse for kids because they are in the process of growing, among other
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things,and that J&J and Astra Zenica are worse for adults, especially if they have any kind of

chronic condition or are health compromised in any way (whether aware of it or not).  I hope your

son doesn't take it.  Once taken, it cannot be reversed.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

sandhill1

Would any group be planning for the societal changes to be expected? For the people who haven't

come to your message? May impact be seen Nrst on the essential workers who were Nrst jabbed?

Should other societies be got going like the Vitamin D Society but more for mitigation like the church

groups caring for the poor? Whoops I am just remembering that the Red Shield sympbol to be

connected to Rothschield.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Ronald_H

It sure looks like CDC and FEMA knew in advance there would be a vaccine effects impaired

population for which we should be prepared.    www.hsdl.org/.../fema-prepare  

www.cdc.gov/.../index.htm

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

stanleybecker

Ronald - now the Zombies are fantasizing that they are NOT Zombies

Posted On 05/30/2021
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moderndoc

Dr. Mercola can you or Drs Seneff and Mikovits advise on how to test our bodies  - post- vaccination -

to see if we are breaking down the RNA/still producing spike protein?  Anything more speciNc than an

antibody test?  Thanks.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

tbr5847

The only comment I have is a question.  Is it possible to create an antigen to counteract the effects of

these gene therapies or as I’ve been reading; all the people who have received this going to perish due

to antibody depend enhancement? I will never inject poisons like this and have educated all my

children to steer clear of it no matter what the pressure is. My ex’s whole family has received the shot.

In educating my young adult daughters about that decision it’s hard to tell them what’s predicted

outcome has no way to reverse what might or will take place once they are exposed to the virus. I pray

that someone is able to create a countermeasure to this. Keep up the good Nght Dr.mercola. Been

listen and following since nearly your launch of Mercola.com.  Thank you for standing in the gap.

Always praying for Gods protection over you your family and all those who’ve added to the knowledge

base you provide. God Bless you!

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

jserianz1gmail.com

Dr. Judy Mikovits says that suramin is an antidote and it is in pine needle tea. You might want to

research this.
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Posted On 05/30/2021

 

GDillon

I regularly read the articles here. This particular information is certainly of great concern. However,

what is always missing is a rebuttal or counterargument to the stated presentation. With hundreds of

millions of doses administered and plummeting infection rates and mortality...with actually a very very

small reported incidence of serious side effects (including deaths), I think it would be worthwhile to

defend the case being made against a worthy counterargument. I also listen to sincere and

knowledgeable researchers on the pro-vaccine side of this...people who are equally as well educated -

and they, themselves have ben vaccinated.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

natholhealthy

The counter-arguments are all over the mainstream.  And if you think we have "plummeting

infection rates and mortality" and a "very very small reported incidence of serious side effects," I

think you're SEEING that skewed representation.

Posted On 05/30/2021

 

Maxwell53

GDillon I'll address but one of your spurious comments.

The "plummeting infection rates" is a complete myth in all ways. First off there never were

"massive infection rates" this was all a carefully crafted construct using PCR tests that artiNcially

created "Covid cases" through inhated cycles counts and manufactured diagnosis.

The "plummeting infection rates" are an artifact of how they are simply dialing down the cycle rates
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for the "vaccinated", for f*ck's sake they tell you this on page one of the CDC new guidance.

If you can't even get this far in your analysis you are either someone with a vested interest or

simply hopeless.

Posted On 05/31/2021

 

Nadine17

GDillon, "and they, themselves have been vaccinated."   And they themselves, unfortunately, will

suffer death and destruction to their health by taking the death shot.

Posted On 06/01/2021
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